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Abstract 
Membrane technology and phycoremediation, which utilizes algae for nutrient removal, are two 

major emerging technologies for wastewater treatment. Membrane photobioreactors (MPBRs) 

integrate these technologies and provide promising technology to render wastewater for reuse in 

the industrial or agricultural domains. One of the main current limitations of this technology is 

membrane fouling, and developing a proper technique to address this issue in MPBRs has 

remained a gap in this sector. 

With the major aim of alleviating membrane fouling in MPBRs, this study modified the design of 

the current MPBRs to utilize an electric field. Using graphite sheet as anode and stainless steel 

mesh as simultaneous membrane support and a cathode on each side of the membrane module was 

developed to ameliorate membrane performance.  This novel design helps to repel biomass from 

the membrane surface with the charge introduced by a low voltage direct current (DC) electric 

field. The membrane performance of the electrokinetic-assisted MPBR (EK-MPBR) as well as the 

biological performance of this recently developed technology, have been investigated. Synthetic 

municipal wastewater was treated by an EK-MPBR and ran in parallel with a control MPBR for 

49 days, where EK-MPBR demonstrated significant improvement in terms of membrane fouling 

inhibition with 50% less fouling frequency. Considerable enhancement in phosphorus (P) removal 

was another advantage of the EK-MPBR compared to the control MPBR with the EK-MPBR 

having 56% better P removal. Involved electrokinetic phenomena such as electrophoresis, 

electroosmosis, and electrochemical reactions contributed to the performance of EK-MPBRs in 

terms of cell size reduction, dewaterability, and bacterial growth and agglomeration inhibition, 

respectively, leading to change in algal morphology.  

Furthermore, the effect of solid retention time (SRT) on the biological and membrane 

performances of the EK-MPBRs was studied.  SRT of 40, 20, and 10 days were investigated in 

treating municipal wastewater for 80, 80, and 45 days, respectively. The results suggested that 

while the SRTs of 20 and 10 days showed similar TMP increases and fouling behaviour over 45 

days of operation, the prolonged SRT of 40 days exhibited 75% more fouling. The SRT of 10 days 

outperformed the 20 and 40 day SRTs in terms of nutrient removal (N and P) efficiency and 

biomass productivity due to the changes in the biological properties of the algal biomass caused 
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by the combination of factors, including electrokinetic and SRT. All three SRTs showed superior 

phosphorus removal efficiency compared to the conventional MPBRs (>96.7 % compared to <50 

% for the conventional MPBR) and met the discharge standard for chemical oxygen demand 

(COD).  

The results of this study suggest that the EK-MPBRs are a promising technology for simultaneous 

biomass production and wastewater treatment. The optimization of the operating condition and the 

design to improve nitrogen removal efficiency and biomass production will augment the 

application of electrified MPBRs.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview  

Algal-related technologies have received a lot of attention in recent years due to the versatile 

application of biomass [1]. As a product of these technologies, biomass can be used in industries 

such as pigment [2], biofuel [3], fish food [4], and phycoremediation, which is defined as the 

elimination of toxic and non-toxic elements in water and wastewater using algae [5]. However, the 

demand for the algae in the large-scale applications is much greater than the natural reproducing 

rate of this microorganism. Hence, cultivation systems have to be developed to satisfy the fast-

growing algae demands.  

The two common cultivation methods are open ponds and photobioreactors (PBRs). PBRs are 

considered as having improved photosynthesis and reduced footprints. In open ponds, 

contamination of algal cultures and lack of control over operational parameters are some of the 

bottlenecks that occur [6]. With these open ponds’ challenges, PBRs have been developed to 

overcome the culturing issues. It should be noted that improvements to PBR technology have been 

made to eliminate some of the disadvantages such as biomass washout, poor stability, and 

harvesting limitations [7]. The combination of membrane technology with PBR has successfully 

resulted in improved cultivation and PBR performance.  

Membrane photobioreactors (MPBR) incorporate simultaneous algal cultivation and wastewater 

treatment technology. The membrane in MPBRs can be located either at a side-stream tank or as 

a submerged membrane in PBRs. Membranes help the PBR to prevent biomass washout and enable 

better control of operational parameters such as hydraulic retention time (HRT) and solids 

retention time (SRT) [8]. However, similar to other separation technologies, membrane separation 

has its own drawbacks. One of the major challenges that impede wide applications of membranes 

and increases the operating and capital costs of this technology is membrane fouling. Membrane 

fouling is the accumulation of foulants, including biological, organic, and inorganic foulants, on 

membrane surfaces or inside pores that block the pores for fluid flow. Fouling eventually leads to 

a decrease in membrane flux and an increase in transmembrane pressure (TMP).  This increases 
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the energy consumption and cost and ultimately chemical cleaning is required in order to reinstate 

membrane permeability which also results in a decrease in membrane lifespan [9]. 

Due to the significance of membrane fouling phenomena in membrane separations, considerable 

efforts and progress have been made to understand the mechanisms of membrane fouling and to 

develop strategies for membrane fouling control [10]. Physical, chemical, and biological methods 

have been widely applied for membrane fouling control in water and wastewater treatment [11]. 

Physical methods include the use of aeration, sparging, and cross-flow velocity (CFV) to create 

shear forces on membrane surfaces to reduce membrane fouling [12]. Furthermore, back pulse 

washing has also been widely used for fouling control in hollow fibre membranes [13]. Chemical 

methods involve the use of chemical cleaning agents to remove foulants from membrane surfaces 

and inside pores. Typical chemical cleaning agents include oxidants (e.g. sodium hypochlorite), 

bases (e.g. NaOH), inorganic and organic acids, and chelating agents (citric acid and EDTA) [14]. 

Biological methods use an enzyme to remove organic foulants [15]. Although these methods are 

effective in membrane fouling control, they either have a high energy consumption (physical 

methods) or use chemicals (chemical methods) or expensive enzymes, thus, continuous efforts 

have been made in searching for new and more efficient methods for membrane fouling control 

[14]. 

One of the new approaches for fouling mitigation uses the interaction between charged particles 

and the membrane which is defined as electrokinetic phenomenon [13]. This technique uses an 

external electric field to control the foulants’ movement and attachment to the surface of the 

membrane. The electrokinetic approach is potentially an environmentally friendly and cost-

effective technique for membrane fouling control and process intensification [16].  Integration of 

electrokinetic fouling mitigation with membrane bioreactors (MBRs) has promisingly contributed 

to the biological wastewater treatment techniques [17]. Electrified membrane bioreactors have 

been developed and studied in recent years [18-20]. Membrane fouling has been reported to be 

decreased by the electrokinetic presence in the MBRs [21-24]. The improvement in biological 

performance and removal efficiency of MBRs under the effect of electric field have also been 

reported [22,25,26]. Although electrically-assisted MBRs has improved the membrane 

performance by reducing the fouling and increasing nutrient removal, there is an increasing need 

for further development regarding reducing energy cost and membrane cleaning cycle [14].  
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Therefore, incorporating electric fields in biological wastewater treatment has been studied and 

found effective in fouling control and biological performance [22]. However, its application for 

simultaneous microalgae production and wastewater treatment, which MPBRs can offer, has 

remained a gap. Furthermore, the implication of electrified phycoremediation in MPBRs and its 

membrane fouling has not been examined yet. In addition, membrane fouling behaviour under 

different SRTs in MPBRs has remained a gap in this novel research area and more studies are 

required to promote electrified MPBRs. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The overall objective of this study is to develop novel electro-phycoremediation techniques in 

wastewater treatments using microalgae with high efficiency which is not achievable with current 

technologies.  As such, this study aims to determine the feasibility of EK-MPBRs, to identify the 

critical factors influencing fouling and biological performance in an electrified MPBR, and to 

investigate the development of membrane fouling. The specific research objectives were as 

follows:  

(1) develop an EK-MPBR process with a novel modified design of membrane module 

configuration for the treatment of synthetic municipal wastewater and investigate the effects 

of electric field on the biological performance of the MPBR and compare it with a control 

MPBR; 

(2) investigate the effect of electric field on membrane fouling for the EK-MPBR 

system; 

(3) identify the effects of SRT on the biological performance of an EK-MPBR for the 

treatment of synthetic municipal wastewater; and 

           (4) investigate the effects of SRT variations on the membrane performance of the EK-

MPBR. 

 

1.3 Scope of this thesis 

The present research developed a novel electrokinetic-assisted MPBR (EK-MPBR) with a 

modified novel design of membrane module configuration to control membrane fouling for 

treating synthetic municipal wastewater. The effect of applied low voltage electric field on the 
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biological performance and membrane fouling were studied. Furthermore, the effect of SRT 

variation on biological and membrane performance of EK-MPBRs was also investigated for the 

first time. Based on the experimental results, the feasibility and potential of EK-MPBRs for 

electro-phycoremediation were briefly evaluated. The thesis is organized in the following order: 

 

Chapter 1 briefly describes the research background, objectives, and thesis organization.  

Chapter 2 focuses on a literature review about electrochemical approaches for fouling mitigation. 

The literature introduces membrane separation technology and its fouling mechanism followed by 

electrokinetic phenomena and its contribution for fouling inhibition. Membrane photobioreactor 

and its application in wastewater treatment is also discussed.  

In Chapter 3, a laboratory-scale electrokinetic-assisted membrane photobioreactor (EK-MPBR) 

was developed and operated in parallel to a control MPBR without an electric field over 60 days 

for synthetic municipal wastewater treatment. The parameters, including biomass production, 

biomass productivity, COD removal, and nutrient (N and P) removal were evaluated. 

Chapter 4 investigates the physico-chemical properties of microalgae and its membrane fouling 

propensity under the effect of the electric field. Various characterizations, including 

transmembrane pressure (TMP), filtration resistance composition, soluble microbial products 

(SMP), extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), particle size distribution (PSD), and 

microscopic observation, were evaluated and compared with the control MPBR. 

Chapter 5 covers the application of an EK-MPBR treating synthetic municipal wastewater 

effluent at three SRTs of 10, 20, and 40 d. Influences of SRT on the EK-MPBR biological 

performance and biomass properties were investigated. 

Chapter 6 studies the effects of SRT on membrane fouling based on a series of characterizations, 

such as TMP, filtration resistance composition, PSD, micromorphology, SMP, and EPS. 

Chapter 7 contains the conclusions from this study and recommendations for further studies in 

this area. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

A membrane photobioreactor (MPBR) is a system that integrates a membrane module into a 

photobioreactor (PBR). Depending on the function of the membrane in the PBR, membrane 

photobioreactors can be divided into carbonation MPBRs and biomass retention MPBRs. The 

latter is mainly used for wastewater treatment and is the focus of this study. Like other membrane 

technologies, MPBRs also suffer from membrane fouling which affects performance and its 

application to a large extent. There are some methods to mitigate membrane fouling in MPBRs [1]. 

To better gain an understanding of the fouling in MPBRs, a background in membrane technology, 

the classification of the mechanisms of membrane fouling, and membrane fouling mitigation 

techniques are described below.  

A recently developed technique, Electro-Membrane photobioreactor appeared to improve the 

performance of MPBRs with the major aim of improving biological performance and membrane 

filtration. However, there are few studies that applied a low-voltage electric field to enhance 

biological and membrane performance using microalgae to treat synthetic municipal wastewater 

has remained a gap in this field. Furthermore, the effect of solid retention time variation on 

electrified MPBRs has not been studied yet.   The underlying mechanisms of electrokinetics and 

their application in membrane technology and MPBRs, including industrial application, are 

subsequently defined in this chapter. However, limited studies in this novel research area resulted 

in a knowledge gap. Therefore, further studies could promote this technology by better 

understanding its advantages/disadvantages of this technology. 

2.1 Membrane Technology and MPBR background 

Membrane technology is a mature separation technique and has been widely used in numerous 

industries, including water and wastewater purification, biotechnology, food processing, pulp and 

paper manufacturing, mining and mineral processing, and petroleum and chemical industries [2]. 

As compared to other separation techniques, membrane technology has many advantages, such as 

simplicity of operation, ease of scale-up, low energy consumption, no chemical usage, and high 

efficiency and productivity [3]. Membrane fouling is a major challenge in membrane separation 

technology, and there are numerous studies focusing on membrane fouling mitigation techniques 

[4]. The fouling rate of membranes determines the cost of the operation and its efficiency, as the 
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flux will decrease as the membrane is fouled. Consequently, the pressure across the membrane, 

which is called transmembrane pressure (TMP), increases and chemical or physical cleaning would 

be required that will, eventually, decrease the membrane's lifetime [5].  

In biological wastewater treatment using membrane technology, the challenge of membrane 

fouling is a dominant issue due to debris of the cells and their attachment to the membrane. 

Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) and membrane photobioreactors (MPBRs) are the most common 

membrane-assisted biological treatment. MBR integrates phycoremediation with solid/liquid 

separation by membrane filtration by utilizing bacteria or a combination of bacteria and algae as 

biomass. MPBR, however, uses microalgae as biomass for water treatment and simultaneously 

benefits from the nutrients in wastewater to grow and cultivate microalgae. MPBR is the focus of 

the current study, and the factors affecting its performance are discussed accordingly.   

2.2 Factors affecting MPBR performance 

2.2.1 Wastewater type 

Nutrients in wastewater, especially nitrogen and phosphorus, are of great importance in microalgae 

growth in MPBRs since they are considered as a feed of the microalgae [6].  Fe, Mg, B, Mo, K, 

Co, Zn, and Mb are also required as trace metals and are consumed by microalgae from 

wastewater. Therefore, the quantity of these elements in wastewater can determine the efficiency 

of MPBR in terms of both treatment and biomass production. It is possible for microalgae to 

experience both morphological and physical changes due to excess or deficiency of the above-

mentioned nutrients [7]. Recent studies regarding MPBRs for the purpose of microalgae cultivation 

have mainly focused on secondary effluent (either synthetic or real)[8,9]. In secondary effluent, the 

level of organic carbon is lower as opposed to primary effluent, which benefits MPBRs in terms 

of biomass production and removal efficiency of N and P. The low organic carbon level inhibits 

the excessive growth of bacteria and, therefore, enhances the algal concentration and 

accumulation[8]. Many studies have examined the feasibility of MPBRs for the treatment of real 

municipal wastewater [10-12] and other wastewater (e.g., commercial laundry wastewater [13], pulp 

and paper wastewater [14], and textile wastewater[15,16] ). It should be noted that raw or real 

wastewater contains high concentrations of pollutants, like suspended solids, ammonia nitrogen 

and heavy colour, which can inhibit the growth or cause the death of microalgae through 
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photoinhibition and toxicity [17,18]. Therefore, there should be an appropriate pretreatment or a specific 

system design for the treatment of the above-mentioned wastewater with microalgae.  

2.2.2 Microalgae species 

In traditional microalgae cultivation, high biomass productivity is the main goal. However, when 

selecting microalgae species for nutrient recovery from wastewater, the composition of wastewater 

is generally very complex and variable, so their adaptability must also be considered. Of the many 

microalgae, Chlorella vulgaris (C. vulgaris) is the most commonly used microalgae for biomass 

production and wastewater treatment due to its high productivity and strong adaptability [19]. 

Znad et al. studied the removal of nutrients in various wastewaters, such as primary wastewater 

(PWW), secondary wastewater (SWW) and petroleum effluent (PE) in different volume ratios 

using C. vulgaris. It has been reported that even in oily wastewater, the nutrient in wastewater 

provided nutrients for the microalgae growth, reaching a concentration of  1.6 g / L of biomass in 

13 days, which shows the adaptability of C. vulgaris in different media [20]. Besides Chlorella 

vulgaris, Chlorella sp., Chlorella emersonii, Chlorella sorokiniana, Scenedesmus quadricauda 

and some other species have also been adopted for wastewater treatment due to some strength. For 

example, Chlorella Species have shown higher adaptability and survival than Chlorella vulgaris 

in the treatment of low-nutrient secondary wastewater [9]. 

2.2.3 Lighting 

Microalgae use light as an energy source for photosynthesis. The sources of light can be artificial 

sources (e.g., LED and fluorescence) or natural sources, e.g., sunlight, which latter becomes less 

common because of its instability [21]. However, artificial lights are mostly used for lab-scale, 

indoor cultivations and MPBR systems. The factors associated with light in MPBRs are light 

intensity and wavelength and light-dark cycle that can affect microalgae growth.  

Light intensity has a direct impact on biomass production and, subsequently, nutrient removal [22]. 

In general, the optimized light intensity can enhance the efficiency of nutrient and CO2 uptake [23] 

and is microalgae species dependent [6]. Additionally, the light wavelength is another factor 

contributing to the performance of MPBRs. It directly affects the light utilization of microalgae 

and, henceforth, its growth and nutrient removal [24]. In the case of C. vulgaris, the studies have 
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indicated that red light (620–630 nm) leads to more productive cultivation [25] whereas blue light 

(475 nm) is more suitable in terms of nutrient uptake [24]. Overall, the agreed wavelength 

beneficial for microalgae growth is in the region of the red and the blue light [26]. In terms of the 

light-dark cycle, two parameters can be determined, which are optimizing energy cost and biomass 

production. A previous study examined the effectiveness of continuous light for microalgae growth 

where it was found applying a suitable light-dark cycle is more beneficial for biomass production 

than continuous light, and it also benefits MPBR in terms of energy saving [27].  

2.2.4 CO2 

CO2 is typically the carbon source for microalgae growth and is provided by aeration in MPBRs. 

This source is preferred by microalgae over other common sources of carbon, such as pure CO2, 

flue gas and soluble carbonate [28-30]. The other important role of aeration in MPBRs is membrane 

fouling mitigation. However, there are studies that show a correlation between excessive aeration 

and compromised biomass growth and increased fouling [31,32]. The intense shear force induced 

by excessive aeration can damage the cells and cause cell lysis and, therefore, negatively impact 

membrane fouling. As such, proper aeration should be provided in MPBRs and is generally in the 

range of 0.15-8.0 L/min [6].   

2.2.5 Hydraulic retention time (HRT) and Solid retention time (SRT) 

Hydraulic retention time (HRT) and solid retention time (SRT) are the two main operational 

parameters that control MPBR performance. These parameters depend on factors such as 

wastewater characteristics, treatment targets, type of biological treatment and climatic conditions, 

and selecting a proper HRT and SRT correlate with the microalgae production and nutrient 

removal from wastewater [33]. The typical HRTs for MPBRs vary between 6 h to 5 d and are higher 

than open ponds or PBRs [34]. The longer HRT leads to higher nutrient removal from the 

wastewater [8]. On the other hand, the shorter HRT shortens the retention time during which the 

microalgae assimilate the nutrients from the reactor. To date, there are many studies that 

investigate the proper HRT in MPBRs for optimized microalgae growth and nutrient removal [35-

37].  A recent study by Vu et al. (2022) using C. vulgaris and activated sludge showed that 5 days 

of HRT resulted in 30% higher nutrient removal compared to that of 3 days [38]. Another study 
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showed that while a shorter HRT did not affect the total nitrogen removal, the proper phosphorus 

removal was only achieved at a longer HRT (7 days) in a microalgal-based membrane bioreactor 

in treating synthetic wastewater(TN and TP of 1012 and 318 mg/L, respectively) [39]. However, it 

is well-accepted that the impact of HRT on biomass production should be considered along with 

other conditions, such as SRT[6]. 

Another operational parameter that significantly contributes to MPBR performance is solid 

retention time (SRT) which determines the ratio of food to the microorganism in the system. 

Previous studies have reported that the longer the SRT is, the more concentration of microalgae 

will be achieved[40,41]. Furthermore, there is research indicating that the lower SRT of 5 days has 

led to the highest biomass productivity (132 g m− 3 d− 1) [8].  A recent study has shown that there 

was not a linear relationship between SRT and membrane fouling performance, and different SRT 

of 10, 20, and 30 days behaved differently [42]. This is because there are some interrelated factors 

to the membrane fouling, such as particle size, microalgae concentration and extracellular 

substances that are also affected by SRT[42].  Nutrient removal is another parameter of MPBR 

performance and is influenced by this operational parameter.  Generally, the longer SRT results in 

more microalgae uptake of the nutrient. However, it is reported by some researchers that SRT can 

affect differently on phosphorus and nitrogen removal [43,44]. For example, prolonged SRT led to 

better phosphorus removal (28.38 ± 7.16%, 48.36 ± 5.91%, and 54.95 ± 4.36% for SRTs of 10, 20, 

and 30, respectively), while the nitrogen removal was reported lower at longer SRT(18.05 ± 9.96, 

19.26 ± 4.58, and 14.60 ± 1.78 mg/L for SRTs of 10, 20 and 30 days, respectively)[44]. In 

summary, it is generally recommended that MPBRs operate at SRTs between 15 and 25 days [6].  

2.3 Membrane fouling 

2.3.1 Mechanisms of membrane fouling 

The two main drawbacks that significantly hinder the membrane’s performance are membrane 

fouling and concentration polarization [45]. The latter is considered to be the solute accumulation 

around the membrane surfaces, creating a boundary layer that decreases the effective driving force 

across the membrane surfaces [46]. However, membrane fouling is defined as the adsorption or 

chemical reaction of foulants with the membrane that causes agglomeration of flocs on the 
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membrane surface and even membrane pore blocking [45] followed by precipitation and cake 

formation [47]. During the last decades, considerable efforts and progress have been made to 

understand the mechanisms of membrane fouling and the effects of membrane materials, feed-

biomass characteristics, hydrodynamic conditions, and operating conditions on membrane fouling 

[48]. It is well accepted that the mechanism of membrane fouling is a complicated matter. However, 

it has been considered to be a dependent parameter to the hydrodynamic conditions of the 

membrane systems and properties of the particles, as well as the membrane. In order to better 

understand membrane fouling, fouling has been categorized into different classifications based on 

the foulants' type or the attachment strength of the fouling materials to the membrane [48,49]. 

Although each categorization has its benefits, this study focuses on the foulants’ type and further 

review and discuss the suitable electrokinetic process for studying the fouling of the membrane. 

Membrane fouling can be classified into general groups of biofouling, organic fouling, and 

inorganic fouling based on the biological and chemical characteristics of membrane foulants [50]. 

The following sections are brief descriptions of the fouling types. 

2.3.1.1 Biofouling (Biosolids)  

Biofouling is considered as the deposition, growth, and, finally, accumulation of the sludge or 

microbial flocs, which further creates the biocake (gel) layer on the membrane’s surface. The fact 

that microorganisms can grow, reproduce, and move across surfaces is a detrimental characteristic 

of biofouling [51]. Besides, organic matter, as the by-product of microorganisms, also causes 

fouling. Organic matter, which is soluble organic matter (SMP) and extracellular polymeric 

substances (EPS) are considered organic foulants in this paper because of their chemical 

properties. For this reason, it is out of the scope of this section.  

In assessing biofouling, like any other phenomenon, studying the parameters affecting biofouling 

is of concern which will be mentioned in Table 2.1. There are a lot of studies conducted to evaluate 

the factors affecting biofouling, and significant ones are characterized below in terms of the 

membrane, solution, and microorganism characteristics [52]. 
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Table 2-1 Factors affecting biofouling 

Membrane characteristics Solution characteristics Microorganism characteristics 

hydrophilic-hydrophobic 

properties of the membrane 

surface 

suspended matter charge 

membrane surface charge dissolved organic matter nutrition status 

membrane surface roughness viscosity hydrophobicity 

chemical composition pH growth phase 

surface tension temperature density 

porosity shear forces the composition of the mixed 

population 

 

Biofouling is widely accepted as fouling that is hard to be cleaned [53], and most biofouling 

preventions are done as a pretreatment. While the elimination of biofouling is mostly done by 

biocides (anti-microorganisms), one cannot guarantee the removal of microorganisms on the 

surface of the membrane. During the filtration process, these microorganisms can cause pore 

blocking and decrease the effective driving force across the membrane. Besides the declination of 

the flux, biofouling can also cause the membrane (especially cellulose acetate membranes) 

biodegradation [51]. Acidic by-products of the organisms can be gathered on the surface of the 

membrane, which can finally damage the surface. Although biodegradation is not fouling, it can 

cause a significant problem for the membrane that cannot be neglected. 

Table 2.2 shows a summary of biofouling hindering methods. These methods include the use of 

electrokinetic phenomena, modification of process conditions, biological control, modification of 

membrane surface properties, the use of chemicals and oxidants, etc. 
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2.3.1.2 Organic fouling  

Natural organic matter, algal, polysaccharides, proteins, and humic substances are all considered 

organic foulants. These foulants can be adsorbed and decomposed. Organic foulants are in the 

range of 0.001 to 0.1 µm and are smaller than microbial flocs and larger than biopolymers which 

can quickly deposit on the membrane’s surfaces. Hence, colloidal fouling is considered a subgroup 

of organic fouling [54]. In light of this fact, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, and microfiltration 

membranes are the common membranes studied for organic fouling.  

Organic fouling depends on hydrophobicity, charge, and membrane materials. If both membrane 

and organic compounds are hydrophobic, the organics will be repulsed by the membrane [55]. From 

the charge characteristic, if both membrane and the organics have the same charge because of the 

electrostatic forces, the foulant will be repelled by the surface of the membrane [56]. However, the 

fouling happens when the hydrodynamic forces on the particles, namely permeation drag force 

caused by flow current through the membrane pore, exceeds the electrostatic force both between 

the colloids (organic foulant) and between colloids and the membrane surface [57]. As a result, 

particles are accumulated inside the pores or on the top of the membrane.  

In terms of the material, most organic membranes (e.g., polymers) and inorganic membranes (e.g., 

ceramic) are amorphoteric, and both membrane types can show positive or negative surface charge 

[58]. As both pH and surface charge affect the fouling mechanisms, the consideration of the 

membrane type is essential in the scope of organic fouling. For further investigation of the factor 

involved in the organic foulant, Figure 2.1 summarizes the major parameters that have been 

considered for studying organic fouling. 
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Figure 2-1 Factors affecting organic fouling 

2.3.1.3 Inorganic fouling 

Metals ions including Ca2+, Mg2+, Al3+, Fe2+/3+, heavy metals (i.e., lead, cadmium, nickel, arsenic, 

etc.), radionuclides (i.e., strontium and uranium), and anions (i.e., CO32-, SO42-, PO43-, and OH- ) 

are some of the main inorganic foulants [58]. These ions, which exist in the influent, can cause 

chemical reactions and precipitate and foul the membrane pores. Most of the inorganic fouling, 

which is named mineral scale deposits [59], is treated before membrane filtration. Some of the 

inhibition techniques utilize chemical additives (antiscalants, acids, and nanofiltration). Green 

additives, such as polyaminoamide dendrimer (PAMAMs), are investigated for membrane 

inorganic fouling control [59]. The combination of inorganic and organic matter, which results in 

enhanced fouling effects, became an important area for fouling studies [60]. It is acknowledged 

that inorganic colloids can adsorb organic foulants, which are likely to have an impact on the 

fouling of the membrane [61]. Various factors have been criticized for inorganic fouling, including 

flow velocity, pressure, divalent cations concentrations, temperature, pH, ionic strength, and 

surface charge [62]. Since these factors have been studied before, this paper continues to focus on 

the role of the electrokinetic in membrane technology.  
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2.3.2 Methods to control membrane fouling 

Due to the significance of membrane fouling phenomena in membrane separations, considerable 

efforts and progress have been made to understand the mechanisms of membrane fouling and to 

develop strategies for membrane fouling control [63]. Physical, chemical, and biological methods 

have been widely applied for membrane fouling control in water and wastewater treatment [64]. 

Although these methods are effective in membrane fouling control, they either have a high energy 

consumption (physical methods) or use chemicals (chemical methods) or expensive enzymes; thus, 

continuous efforts have been made in searching for new and more efficient methods for membrane 

fouling control [65]. The above-mentioned methods are briefly discussed below. 

2.3.2.1 Physical methods 

Physical methods include the use of aeration, sparging, and cross-flow velocity (CFV) to create 

shear forces on membrane surfaces to reduce membrane fouling [66]. Furthermore, back pulse 

washing has also been widely used for fouling control in hollow fibre membranes [67].  

2.3.2.2 Chemical methods 

Chemical methods involve the use of chemical cleaning agents to remove foulants from membrane 

surfaces and inside pores. Typical chemical cleaning agents include oxidants (e.g. sodium 

hypochlorite), bases (e.g. NaOH), inorganic and organic acids, and chelating agents (citric acid 

and EDTA) [65].  

2.3.2.3 Biological Methods 

 In-situ fouling control might be preferred to ex-situ fouling mitigation techniques [68]. Biological 

method is the currently most-used in-situ method to control fouling.  One of the biological methods 

method uses an enzyme to remove organic foulants which is called quorum quenching(QQ) [69]. 

Enzymatic disruption (ED) and energy uncoupling (EU) are the other two main biological 

approach that has shown great potential for effective biofouling control [70]. 

2.3.2.4 Electrokinetics in fouling mitigation 

Recent studies have demonstrated the application of electric field to control membrane fouling 

[71,72]. This method employs electrochemical mechanisms such as electrocoagulation, 

electroosmosis, and electrophoresis which control fouling by degradation of pollutants and, at the 

same time, controlling the mobility, and deposition of particles onto the membrane surface [71,73]. 
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2.4 Fundamentals of electrokinetic phenomena  

To properly address the use of electrokinetics for membrane fouling control and performance 

enhancement, the fundamentals of electrokinetic phenomena will be outlined and briefly discussed 

with an emphasis on its applications in membrane technology. 

Electrokinetics is the application of an electric field to a porous medium-water-electrolyte system. 

The phenomenon was first established by Reuss in 1809 [74]. The transport processes relevant to 

control fouling in membranes include electrophoresis (EP), dielectrophoresis (DEP), and 

electroosmosis (EO) (Figure 2.2). 

 
Figure 2-2 Electrokinetic movements, a) Electrophoresis (EP), b) Electroosmosis (EO), c) 
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) (modified from Ensano et al. 2016 [71]) 

Exerted by an electric field, charged particles and foulants can be repelled from the surface of the 

membrane. The use of an electric field instead of chemically assisted fouling control and cleaning 

processes makes the electrokinetic approach appealing because of environmental issues that can 

be associated with the use of chemicals. Additionally, applying an electric field is easy to operate 

and control [75,76]. With such benefits, electrokinetics has gained more interest as a fouling 

mitigation technique. To gain insight into this technique, electrokinetic phenomena related to the 

membrane processes are discussed in the following sections. 
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2.4.1 Electrokinetic Processes 

Foulants have different charges and electrostatic characteristics [77]. Thus, foulants can be repelled 

or attracted to the surfaces of the membranes and the electrodes. The phenomena affiliated with 

electrokinetics from membrane separation perspectives (electrophoresis, dielectrophoresis, and 

electroosmosis) are discussed in the following sections, along with electrolysis reactions of water. 

2.4.2 Electrophoresis (EP)  

EP is the movement of charged particles or dispersed solids of colloidal size in solutions under the 

influence of a direct current (DC) electric field towards the electrode with the opposite charge. 

2.4.3 Dielectrophoresis (DEP) 

DEP is the movement of polarizable particles, with dimensions between 1 and 100 µm, in a non-

uniform electric field towards the electrode [78]. DEP is independent of the direction of the electric 

field and, therefore, can be effective at both DC and AC (alternating current) potentials. When 

particles move due to the positive electric field gradient, it is considered a positive DEP, whereas 

a negative electric gradient creates a negative DEP [79]. It is worthwhile to note that this stimulus 

happens just when a spatial of the electric field intensity exists [80]. Furthermore, it only occurs 

when the electric field is more or about 106 Vm-1 which is very large but can be reached by 

micrometre electrode dimensions and spacing and applied potential of 1 to 10 V [80]. 

2.4.3 Electroosmosis (EO) 

Apart from EP and DEP, EO is another electrokinetic effect that helps reduce membrane fouling 

as well. In contrast to EP, where charged particles move in the solution, EO is the movement of 

water through a solid porous media such as a membrane due to an applied DC electric field. In this 

process, water is moved from the anode (positively charged electrode) to the cathode (i.e. 

negatively charged electrode) if the membrane is negatively charged. EO has frequently been 

demonstrated as a possible mechanism for electric-enhanced filtration and can be used for the 

removal of both organic and inorganic contaminants [58]. For instance, EO flow was suggested to 
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occur on inorganic membrane surfaces using a 500 to 4500 V/m electric field gradient to intensify 

the microfiltration of synthetic activated sludge effluent [81]. Due to the forced movement of liquid 

through the membrane, EO can increase the permeation flux and can be used for fouling mitigation 

on membrane surfaces [81]. Table 2-2 shows a comparative summary of the electrokinetic 

phenomena mentioned above.  

Table 2-2 Summary of the features and applications of the EO, EP, and DEP (modified from 
Amini et al. 2019 [82]) 

Processes EP DEP EO 

Major mechanism Movement of the charged 
particles/ions 

Movement of the charged 
particles/ions 

Movement of the fluid 

Stationary phase Liquid Liquid Capillary 

Disadvantages/ 
Advantages 

-Needs to use corrosion 
resistance electrodes 

-Needs pH modification 
-The risk of short circuit 
-Possibility of production 

of toxic by product 

- Joule heating generated 
by electric field effect 

particles movement and 
properties of the feed 

- Higher particle speed 
compared to EP 

 

- Joule heating generated by 
electric field effect particles 

movement and properties of the 
feed 

 

Applications -Surface potential and 
streaming potential 
-Protein separation 

-Gas Sensors and detection 
instruments 
-Separation of the minerals 

-Drain porous media 
-Measuring surface charge of the 
porous media 
-Sludge dewatering 

Power source DC AC DC 

Symbols 𝜈!" =
𝜀#𝜉	
𝜇

(𝐸) 𝐹 = 2𝜋r3𝜀o𝑅𝑒(𝐾)∇𝐸2 qeo = ke 𝐸 

SI-units 𝑚	𝑠$% N 𝑚	𝑠$% 

𝜈!"	electrophoresis induced velocity, 𝜀# permittivity of the medium solution, 𝜉 zeta potential, 𝜇 dynamic viscosity of 
the solution, 𝐸 electric field gradient, r radius of the sphere, 𝜀o permittivity of free space, 𝑅𝑒(𝐾) Clasius Mossotti 
function, ∇ del operator, qeo electroosmosis flow velocity, ke coefficient of electroosmosis permeability. 

2.4.5 Electrochemical reactions at the electrodes 

It is often important to consider the electrochemical reactions caused by the electric field around 

the electrodes. Electrolysis reactions of water occur at the electrodes in an electrokinetic process. 

The reactions result in oxidation at the anode generating an acid front, and reduction at the cathode 

producing a base front as [83]:  
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The oxidation reaction at the anode:                         

                    2	𝐻2𝑂(4) →	𝑂2	(7) + 4	𝐻(89): + 	4	𝑒;																														𝐸< = −1.229	V														   (2.1) 

and the reduction reaction at the cathode: 

                    4	𝐻2𝑂(4) + 	4	𝑒; →	2	𝐻2	(7) + 4	𝑂𝐻(89)
; 																								𝐸< = −0.828	V               (2.2) 

Where, 𝑂2(7)	is oxygen in the gaseous phase, 	𝐻(89): is hydrogen in the aqueous phase, 𝐻2	(7) is 

hydrogen in the gaseous phase, and 𝑂𝐻(89);  is hydroxyl ion in the aqueous phase. 

The metal terminals produce ions which react or combine with the ions in the solution. The 

mechanisms of the reactions of metals at the anode and in the solution are:  

Anode: 

                                             𝑀 → 𝑀=: +𝑚	𝑒;                                                                      (2.3)   

In the solution: 

                                            𝑀=: +𝑚	𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑀(𝑂𝐻)= +𝑚	𝐻:                                        (2.4) 

 Where, M is metal, 𝑀=:  is a metal ion, and 𝑀(𝑂𝐻)=  is metal hydroxides that react as 

coagulants. The 𝑀(𝑂𝐻)= have been investigated as a neutralizer of the electrostatic charge of the 

foulants. 

2.5 Application of electrokinetics in membrane technology 

Among the versatile applications of the electrokinetic transport phenomena, from the fossil-fired 

power plant to biomaterials, membrane fouling control piques a lot of interest [58]. Under the 

influence of an electric field, the charged particles, liquid or both of them, can be subjected to 

movement. The schematic diagram of the movement of the charged particles in the presence of an 

electric field is shown in Figure 2.3. Examples of the selected applications will be presented as the 

fouling monitoring, fouling measuring, and fouling mitigation techniques that are reviewed in this 

paper. 
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Figure 2-3 The schematic of charged particles’ movement in the presence of an electric field 

2.5.1 Electrokinetic application in membrane fouling mitigation 

This section discusses how electrokinetic properties and phenomena help fouling mitigation and 

control. The study of electrokinetics can be further subdivided into the parameters affecting 

different fouling types.  

2.5.1.1 Electrokinetic approach for organic fouling control 

One of the electrokinetic phenomena which have been employed for fouling abatement of the 

colloidal size particles is DEP [84]. In most ultrafiltration and microfiltration processes, the 

colloidal particles in the solute will deposit on the membrane surface. By using an alternating 

electric field, the colloidal particles can have positive or negative dipole differences relative to the 

dielectric of the solution. This diversity of the dielectric constant is referred to as positive and 

negative DEP (attractive and repulsive DEP, respectively) [80]. Among positive and negative DEP, 

negative DEP is more desirable because it repels colloids from the membrane surface. The effect 

and the range of the dielectrophoretic forces are more than that of the electric double layer, and its 

magnitude can be felt by the particles from micrometres distance from the electrode surface [80]. 

The schematic diagram of colloid particles in different DEP configurations is shown in Figure 2-

4. 
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Figure 2-4 Two different dielectrophoretic movements a) negative DEP b) positive DEP   
modified from [85]  

Molla and Bhattacharjee [84] investigated DEP created by parallel electrode array and its role on 

the colloidal fouling of the membrane, followed by modelling the colloidal fouling behaviour. A 

further study was conducted to examine the effect of the electrode configuration and the voltage 

on the influence of the DEP on the fouling mitigation of the microfiltration membrane [86]. Hawari 

et al. (2017) evaluated the space between electrodes and the voltage input on the anti-fouling 

behaviour on a submerged membrane bioreactor (SMBR). They observed that using DEP doubled 

the permeate flux and hindered fouling [87]. It should be noted that increasing the electric field will 

cause greater DEP, and the fouling will be minimized more.  

The use of the direct electric field in minimizing membrane fouling is intensified during the last 

decade [88,89]. The main electrokinetic processes triggered with DC electric field are EO and EP. 

The applications of EP in minimizing organic fouling largely appear in the conductive membrane 

era (See Table 2.4). Before the presence of conductive membranes, the membrane should be put 

between the electrodes that hindered the effective electric field caused by electrodes [90]. In order 

to overcome this drawback, researchers used a high voltage, which increased the operating cost 
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[88]. A further way to tackle this issue is using a conductive membrane within which the membrane 

usually acts as a cathode. The schematic diagram of this process is shown in Figure 2.5.  

 
Figure 2.5 The particle movement at the presence of the conductive membrane 

 

The conductive membrane can repel organic compounds by an electrophoretic movement that 

needs low energy and a conductive surface. Furthermore, the membrane can be easily cleaned and 

decreased fouling [91]. Tailoring conductive membranes has mainly three different approaches; 

using conductive polymers [92] and coating or adding conductive materials on the membrane’s 

surface [93]. Table 2-3 summarizes relevant studies of conductive membranes for fouling control. 

 

Table 2-3 Conductive membrane for fouling mitigation 

Material Type of the 
membrane 

Type of fouling Year of 
the study 

Ref. 

CNT-PVDF UF Organic fouling 2014 [94] 
Composite of stainless steel 
with PVDF membrane 

MF in MBR Organic fouling, inorganic fouling and 
biofouling 

2015 [95] 

Conductive membrane modified 
with PPy 

- Organic fouling, inorganic fouling and 
biofouling 

2013 [96] 

Conductive membrane 
(GO/MWCNTs) 

NF palm oil mill effluent (POME) 2018 [97] 

RGO/PVDF coated carbon cloth 
 

- oil field waste water 2016 [98] 

The carbon paper-based FO 
TFC 

FO Bio and organic fouling 2016 [99] 
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Studying fouling reduction using a conductive membrane was investigated by Salehi and Madaeni 

[100]. The results showed that higher protein adsorption was achieved with a nonconductive 

membrane in comparison to a conductive membrane. It is suggested that the electrostatic field on 

the surface of the conductive membrane acts as a barrier against the negatively charged BSA, 

which is attributed to the lower membrane fouling.  

The use of CNT for conducting membranes and its role in organic fouling mitigation have been 

studied by various researchers [3,90]. They concluded that organic fouling was successfully 

decreased by the electrostatic force and electrophoresis movement of organic matter. Another 

study contributed by Zhang and Vecitis [94] examined a different configuration and electrode type 

for electrophoresis movement. They used a cathode made by a conducting CNT-polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) mesh over the Polyethersulphone membrane. The carbon cloth phenolic (CCP) 

was chosen as an anode. They observed that the best order for organic fouling reduction is that the 

solution first moves through the porous anode, then through the conductive cathode, followed by 

the UF membrane. 

 Modification of the membrane surface for enhancing commercial UF membrane surface charge 

and wettability has been studied [101]. Among the existing techniques, electrophoresis-UV grafting 

is of great interest due to its simplicity, low cost, and versatile application [102]. Wei et al. [102] 

reported that electrophoresis-UV grafting exhibited fewer NOM fouling due to better surface 

charge compared with the unmodified membrane. 

The combination of the electrokinetic with the submerged anaerobic membrane bioreactor 

(SAnMBR) has shown a lot of interest in fouling reduction research. Using an active anode (i.e., 

Al) and DC electric field exhibited remarkable fouling reduction caused by EPS (Extracellular 

Polymeric Substances) [103]. Since the EPS is a negatively charged particle, it can be destabilized 

by the anodes cations released by the oxidation of anode (𝐴𝑙1:) [104]. These particles can be moved 

by electrophoretic motion toward the anode and thus neutralize the negative charge, which can 

further result in lower organic fouling [105].  
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2.5.1.2 Factor affecting electrokinetic approach for organic fouling control 

pH:  pH value is important for organic materials as their properties are often dependent on the pH. 

Some organic matter, such as BSA, exhibits different surface charges based on their amorphic 

structures. They can be positively or negatively charged in acidic media (at pH < 4.4, BSA is 

positively charged while it is negatively charged at pH > 4.4) [106]. Because of the correlation of 

pH with the surface charge, determining this parameter is worthy of consideration. Furthermore, 

pH has a dominant effect on the behaviours of organic foulants such as humic acids. The humic 

acids show different configurations based on the pH due to inter-chain electrostatic repulsion [62]. 

At some range of pH, the smaller macromolecule configuration of humic acids has been reported 

[107]. 

Electrode surface area and charge:  As the surface charge of the organic matter and the 

electrodes influence the created electrostatic force, adhesion, and fouling, careful attention must 

be exerted on this parameter. The study for BSA adsorption on the gold electrode (positive charge) 

showed that the rate and the amount of protein adsorption are generally depending on the polarity 

and magnitude of the applied potential of the electrode. The more adhesion occurs, the more 

surface area of the electrode that will be occupied by foulants and therefore, the efficiency of the 

electrodes and applied electric field will be decreased. 

Foulant chemical structure: The foulant chemical structure can show different adhesion 

parameters on the surface of the electrodes. Electrochemical reactions around the electrode will 

produce radiant. The radiance with the functional group in d-orbitals is strongly adsorptive [108]. 

The study of the chemical properties of the colloidal particles will help understand the fouling 

behaviour and needs to be further investigated. 

Current density: The increment in current density causes an increase in the driving force of the 

filtration process, as reported by Lindstrand et al. [109]. Since the flux has been increased due to a 

higher driving force, the fouling rate for organic fouling was faster when the applied current was 

higher. The other study also reported that the organic fouling of the anion exchange membrane is 

directly affected by the current density. The increase in the current density showed more fouling 
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compared to the lower current due to higher transportation of the sodium dodecylbenzene-

sulphonate (DBS) through the membrane [109].  

2.5.1.3 Electrokinetic approach for inorganic fouling control 

Dissolved heavy metals in the fluid can be removed from the membrane surface by applying an 

electric field. A study on the hardness removal of the seawater (𝐶𝑎2: ,𝑀𝑔2: , 𝑆𝑜>2; ) by 

electrokinetic pretreatment showed that electrocoagulation, EP along with EO could remove 13% 

to 91% of inorganic ions from seawater using different electrode configurations and electric 

current [75], although the foulant distribution mechanisms were not studied. Other studies revealed 

that the EP force and the use of stainless steel cathode in SMBR could successfully abate the 

inorganic fouling on the surface of the membrane and electrodes [110]. 

2.5.1.4 Factor affecting electrokinetic approach for inorganic fouling 

pH: The investigation of pH on the inorganic fouling has been considered as a parameter that is 

one of the main characteristics of the solution. Sulphate is an inorganic foulant that is in wastewater 

effluent and is the factor that is considered for the quality of the filtered solution. The study 

conducted to evaluate the relationship between pH and sulphate removal revealed that the best 

sulphate removal in the bioelectrochemical system (BES) can be achieved at the pH range between 

4.5 to 8.5 [111]. Nevertheless, most of the sulphate pollutants exist in acidic wastewater with a pH 

of around 3-4. In order to adjust the pH level, basic additives such as sodium hydroxide are added 

to the solution. Furthermore, the total hardness removal efficiency by different pH levels has been 

studied by Malakootian and Yousefi [112]. They found that within the pH range of 5.3 to 10.1, the 

total hardness removal increased with the pH. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the pH in the 

presence of the membrane is not studied. 

Current density: One more factor that has a profound impact on inorganic fouling is the current 

density. Murugananthan et al. [113] found the removal of the sulphur ion (S2-) directly depended 

on the current density. Even though the sulphite (SO32-) and sulphate (SO42-) ion removal was low, 

another study by Saiba et al. [114] indicates that the removal of the inorganic foulants increases 

with the current density. Moreover, Abdulkarem et al. [75] investigated the effect of the current 
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density on the removal of the foulant, such as 𝑆𝑂>2;, 𝑀𝑔2:, and 𝐶𝑎2: using the electrodes made 

of aluminum and stainless steel as the anode and cathode, respectively. Three different 

configurations of electrodes with different current densities have been studied. They found that the 

current density increased the formation of the Ca(OH)2, CaCO3, Mg(OH)2, and MgCO3 

concentrations. Yet, the relationship between the current density and the membrane fouling was 

not examined. 

Electrode materials: Considerable studies have been conducted to investigate the inorganic 

removal efficiency associated with the electrode materials. Three titanium, iron, and aluminum 

metals were studied to evaluate the effect of the anode materials on 𝑆2;	removal efficiency [113]. 

According to the study, unlike stable electrodes such as titanium, soluble anodes such as Al and 

Fe showed a decent potential for the removal of sulphur species, although more studies are needed 

in this area. 

2.5.1.5 Electrokinetic approach for biofouling control 

Within the scope of biofouling, studies are mainly in two parts that are the inactivation of 

biomaterial (bio-inactivity) and anti-adhesive surfaces for bio-fouling approaches. As many 

bacteria have a negative charge, it is widely accepted that negatively charged membranes have 

fewer bio-adhesion properties. The electrostatic force will repel negatively charged biomaterials 

from the membrane surface, although this force should be strong enough to be able to move them 

far from the surface. Otherwise, they will stick on the surface, and biofouling will start. In doing 

so, the electric current will strengthen the electrostatic force. This movement of the charged 

particles in the relatively stationary fluid, called EP, as previously discussed, can enhance the anti-

adhesive characteristic of the membrane. On the other hand, the biofoulants attached to the 

positively charged surface could not grow very well [115]. The strong electrostatic force between 

the positively charged surface and negatively charged bacteria impedes the division and 

reproduction of the bacteria [116]. Hence, the effect of the electrokinetic stimuli on the biofouling 

control, which can either reduce adsorption or inhibit microbial metabolisms, is established [117].  

The electrokinetic-assisted antibacterial processes have been studied from different perspectives, 

including damaging cell membranes, biocides and antibacterial agents introduced by an electric 
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field (such as hydrogen peroxide), and interference of metal ions with the physiology of 

microbes[118,119]. In this study, we will discuss it as an electro-assisted antibacterial. There are 

many other studies that revealed that in the Membrane bioreactors (MBRs), the high DC (more 

than 1.4 Vcm-1) would affect the microorganisms (which includes bacteria). It is well accepted that 

the desired DC voltage potential range for aerobic microorganisms is between 0.28 and 1.14 Vcm-

1 [120]. Because of that, many electrokinetic MBRs operate at this range. One can look at this issue 

from a different view. In other words, outside the scope of MBRs, an electric field can be applied 

as an antibacterial agent. So, it can help the inactivation of the biomaterials followed by less 

biofouling. The electric current will usually be applied by electrodes in the membrane filtration. 

The mechanisms that cause the antibacterial property of the electro-assisted membrane filtration 

are mainly due to chemical reactions that happen around and on the surface of the electrodes. These 

chemical reactions and inactivation phenomena have been categorized into two main possible 

explanations; direct inactivation by the electrodes surfaces and indirect inactivation by 

electrochemical production of active chemicals (Cl. or HO.) [121]. In a cathodic current, the 

production of HO. and HO2. can cause bacterial inactivation. While in anodic current, there are 

two main processes that can happen; 1- Direct inactivation by electrode surface, 2- indirect 

inactivation by electrochemical production of Cl.  and HO.. Between those two ways, anodic 

oxidation has been investigated more. Cathode surface has a negative charge and can reduce 

organic and bacterial adhesion followed by reducing fouling which has been studied less than 

anodic inactivation. The influence of the anodic and cathodic current on bacterial adhesion without 

any applied membrane is studied [122]. It is observed that bacterial inactivation in the anodic 

current was much more than that of the cathodic current. However, the other study done by Kim 

et al. [123] showed that in the case of membrane existence, the electrophoretic movement caused 

by conductive membranes could reduce the biofouling on the surface of the membrane. Perez-Roa 

et al. [124] applied small electric pulses (0.5-5 V) to prevent biofilm formation. They found that 

the biofouling was reduced by 50% at the applied 5 V at 200Hz. It should be noted that the role of 

more bacterial activity on the membrane surface should be further investigated. CNT-based 

membranes are other types of conductive membranes that have been studied in recent years[90]. 

Anti-organic fouling properties of CNT-based conductive membranes are discussed in previous 

sections. Here, we will focus on their biofouling mitigation abilities which mainly rely on their 
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antimicrobial properties [125]. Some studies investigated the antimicrobial property of both single-

walled and multi-walled CNTs (SWCNTs and MWCNTs, respectively). The studies identified that 

the size of the CNTs is a key parameter which mostly affects the antibacterial property of the CNT. 

Based on their study, SWCNTs cause less bacterial activity [126]. Fan et al. [127] addressed the 

effect of electromigration on the biofouling of the electropolarized CNTs/ceramic membrane. 

They found that the adhesion between the bacteria and the membrane surface was weakened by 

the movement of bacteria driven from electrophoretic and electroosmotic mobility under both 

cathodic and anodic polarization. Besides, the permeate flux obtained by electropolarization was 

8.1 times larger than that without electropolarization for biofoulant-containing feed water. Also, 

microbubbles which may be created on the electrode surface can physically reduce fouling on the 

electrode surface [128]. These microbubbles are produced by the electrochemical reactions around 

the electrodes. Water will be split into hydrogen and oxygen gasses around the electrodes (O2 gas 

at the anode and H2 gas at the cathode) as a result of electric current and hydrolysis. These gasses 

in the form of bubbles not only decrease the surface area where foulants can settle but also can 

sweep them away from the membrane surface.  

As the initial stage of biofouling is the adsorption of biofoulants on the membrane surface, the 

electrostatic force caused by a surface charge of the membrane is one of the crucial parameters 

related to the biofouling [53], although further investigation and monitoring of the average surface 

charge are suggested. 

Another method that exploits electrokinetic forces for biofouling mitigation was investigated by 

Huang et al. [129]. They used a combination of DEP and electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) 

techniques to abate biofoulants sedimentation. Manipulation bio-fluid (or bioparticles) by 

wrapping them with other substances (such as silicone oil), which is EWOD, simultaneously using 

dielectric coated electrodes showed fewer BSA adsorbed on the surface. As electrowetting has 

attracted more interest in recent years, more research has been done on its application in fouling 

control [130]. Geng and Cho [131] examined a slippery liquid infused porous surface integrated with 

EWOD and DEP without a membrane, leading to moved bio-fouled protein from the membrane 

surface. 
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2.5.1.6 Factor affecting electrokinetic approach for biofouling control 

Electrode surface area and charge: The attachment of biofoulants on the surface of the electrode 

is of main concern to scientists researching electrokinetic-assisted biofouling inhibitions. Bacterial 

adhesion on the electrodes’ surfaces causes a reduction of the performance of the electrode due to 

both decreasing the surface of the electrode and increasing the required electric cost [132]. Hence, 

the mechanisms of biofilm creation and development on the surface of the electrode should be well 

addressed and investigated.  

The surface charge of the foulant: The surface charge which is related to surface energy must 

be investigated in the fouling behaviour studies. Many studies have shown the significant influence 

of the surface charge and energy on the adsorption and adhesion of biofouling organisms. Gatley-

Montross et al. [133] addressed the surface charge effect on the attachment pattern of five 

biofouling organisms. They observed that adhesion is a multivariate parameter that depends on the 

types of microorganisms, the chemistry of the surface, a dispersive component of surface energy, 

etc.  They found that the diversity that existed between the studies for biofouling behaviour of the 

same foulant reveals the importance of the chemical property of the surface, which should be 

further studied. 

Table 2-4 shows a summary of the factors affecting the electrokinetic approach for each type of 

fouling. The table suggests that factors studied for each type of fouling are limited, and this gap 

can be covered by further studies on the role of electrokinetics in fouling mitigation and membrane 

performance.  

Table 2-4 Factors affecting electrokinetic approach 

Organic fouling Inorganic fouling Biofouling 
pH pH Electrode surface area and charge 
Electrode surface area and charge Current density The surface charge of the foulant 
Foulant chemical structure Electrode materials - 
Current density - - 
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2.5.2 The application of electrokinetic technology for performance enhancement in 

membrane processes 

In addition to membrane fouling mitigation and control, electrokinetic technology has also been 

used for process efficiency enhancements in various membrane processes. The enhanced 

membrane technology helped attain a higher microalgae production, dewatering potential, 

rejection, better nutrient and chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal, and improved flux and 

coagulation continuously. 

2.5.2.1 Enhanced microalgae growth and harvesting  

Electro technologies have been effective in microalgae production enhancement as well as 

downstream processing of microalgae, such as the dewatering of microalgae. It has been reported 

that a high voltage gradient (2. 7 kV/cm) could improve C. vulgaris by 51 % in 50 min of treatment 

[134]. Another study has shown the effectiveness of an applied electric field of (voltage: 25 V ) in 

increasing the biomass yield of Haematococcus pluvialis [135]. The improvement of the harvesting 

potential of microalgae using an electric field has also been investigated and reported in the 

literature [136,137]. Electrochemical harvesting is an approach based on the movement of charged 

particles [138]. By applying an electric field, the charged microalgae will flocculate and float in the 

suspension by the produced electrochemical gas and move toward the electrode with the opposite 

charge [137]. This technique can be a substitute for chemical flocculants in the harvesting stage of 

microalgae production [139].      

 2.5.2.2 Enhanced chemical oxygen demand (COD) and nutrients removal in MBRs  

Alshawabkeh et al. [140] studied the effect of a DC electric field on the COD removal of the 

aerobic-activated sludge. Based on the investigations, the COD removal by the applied field 

depends on the field level and the exposure time. They found that the DC fields of 0.28 to 1.14 

V/cm enhanced COD removal, while lower and higher exposure had a negative impact on COD 

removal efficiency. Bani-Melhem and Elektorowicz [73] reported that the COD removal rate 

increased from 75-90% to 85-95% by applying the intermittent DC field of 1 to 6 V/cm (15 min 

ON/45 min OFF) using iron electrodes. Tafti et al. [141] suggested that at a low current density, 
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the biomass could highly oxidize the organic materials resulting in a high COD removal efficiency. 

This oxidation of the organic contaminants is on account of the electrokinetic phenomena due to 

electric current. However, higher current densities, which can ultimately cause either a strong 

electrical pulse or a high concentration of ions, may be attributed to the adverse COD removal 

efficiency [119]. Hosseinzadeh et al. [142] conducted research by designing a hybrid electro 

membrane bioreactor (HEMBR). They argued that compared to the conventional MBR, the COD 

removal of HEMBR was increased from 80 % to 85 %.  

Nitrogen and phosphorous are usually considered nutrients in the bioreactors. Nutrients in the 

forms of 𝑁 − 𝑁𝐻>:, 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑂1, 𝑁 − 𝑁𝐻1, and 𝑃𝑂> − 	𝑃 can be found in the wastewater. These 

compounds are assessed in the processes to evaluate treatment performance. The applied electric 

field from the electrochemical processes results in better nutrient removal [143]. The reduction and 

oxidation around the electrodes result in denitrification and electrocoagulation, which are the 

determining reasons for improved removal. To put more detail on it, the reduction of the 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑂1 

to nitrogen gas is a favourable phenomenon in the presence of electrodes. Incorporating the 

hydrogen gas generated around the cathode motivates the denitrification process according to the 

following reactions [144]:  

At the cathode:                                            3	𝐻2𝑂	 + 3	𝑒; →
1
2
	𝐻2(7) + 3	𝑂𝐻(89); 												 (2.5) 

Reduction of	𝑁𝑂1 − 𝑁:                               𝑁𝑂1; + 2.5	𝐻2 → 0.5𝑁2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑂𝐻;					(2.6) 

The phosphorous removal contributed by the electric field is explained by the oxidation and 

reduction reactions around the electrodes [145]. The proposed reaction for electrocoagulation, with 

the aluminum anode as an example, is explained by the following reaction [73]: 

In the solution: 

                                                                         𝐴𝑙1:(89) + 𝑃𝑂>	(89)1; → 𝐴𝑙𝑃𝑂>(?)               (2.7) 

Thus, with applying an electric field, the phosphorous compound will precipitate as a solid form, 

that is a leading cause for enhanced P removal of EMBRs compared to MBRs.  

Borea et al. [143] reported that higher removal efficiency of 96.06 % and 69.34 %, respectively, for 

orthophosphate (𝑃𝑂> − 𝑃) and ammonia nitrogen (𝑁𝐻> − 𝑁) was achieved with an applied field 
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of 1 and 3 V/cm, as compared to the conventional MBR. As reported by Khalid Bani-Melhem and 

Maria Elektorowicz, the intermittent DC electric field resulted in 98% 𝑃𝑂> − 𝑃 removal, which is 

higher than conventional MBRs [73]. Zhang et al. [146] conducted a study of a controlled MBR via 

EMBR with the titanium anode (Ti-MBR) and stainless steel anode (Fe-MBR). Based on their 

report, the 𝑁𝐻> − 𝑁 removal of the conventional MBR(88.9%) was higher than that of the EMBRs 

(81.9% for Fe-MBR and 52.4% for Ti-MBR). It should be noted that this reduction in nutrient 

removal is attributed to the effect of the direct current on the nitrifying bacteria or process [147]. 

2.5.2.3 Enhanced coagulation and sedimentation  

Despite the chemical method and microorganisms for coagulation of the pollutant, electrical-

assisted sedimentation and coagulation arise as a favourable substitute for the conventional 

method. According to Mollah et al. [148], electrocoagulation is favourable for controlled and rapid 

reactions and small systems due to the economic and environmental benefits. It is often argued 

that chemical additives have some consequences, such as the production of undesirable by-

products or an increase in the sludge amount in the reactor [142], while, as mentioned earlier, the 

ions released around the electrodes can combine with the ions in the solution and produce 

coagulant. This process, electrocoagulation, along with the other advantages of using an electric 

field, brought about further studies on the electrocoagulation process to be applied either in situ or 

ex-situ as a pretreatment of feed for membrane processes.  Electrocoagulation as a pretreatment 

was introduced as a fouling prevention technique. The high concentration of some solutes causes 

scaling and fouling that can gradually inhibit the performance of the membrane. In doing so, 

electrocoagulation has been proposed prior to the filtration process in some research. Den et al. 

[149] conducted a study of an electrocoagulation unit for silica removal as a pretreatment. They 

argued that with an initially high concentration of silica, the electrocoagulation enhanced the silica 

removal by 80%. A study conducted by Vasudevan et al. [150] showed that electrocoagulation 

could remove phosphate from drinking water by 98%.  

In-situ electrocoagulation, a combination of membrane process with electrocoagulation, 

admittedly holds certain advantages. Prevention of the movement of the ions toward the 

membrane, which can gradually cause membrane fouling, is one of the main advantages.  Mavrov 
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et al. [151] added an electrode to a flat sheet membrane for selenium removal. They could reach up 

to 98% of removal in the first 20 min of the operation. The application of electrocoagulation in 

MBR can also be cited. Designing electro bioreactors that could successfully combine 

electrocoagulation with MBR was first conducted by [152]. Having identified the undesirable 

fouling issues of MBRs, electrically-assisted membrane bioreactors (EMBRs) gain significant 

development. It is noteworthy to mention that the applications of the EMBRs include organic 

compound removal [153], oily wastewater treatment [154] and the removal of heavy metals [155]. 

This process showed enhanced membrane flux and removal efficiency, which will be discussed in 

the following sections.  

2.5.2.4 Improved membrane flux  

Besides enhancing fouling mitigation by electrokinetics, the permeation through the membrane 

can be improved by the aeration caused by the electric field and electroosmosis (EO) [156]. The 

backwashing caused by the hydrogen evolution reaction provides the mechanical force for moving 

particles from the surface of the membrane and is considered self-cleaning in some papers [157]. 

Lalia et al. [158] examined the role of conductive carbon nanostructures in PVDF membranes. 

Based on their report, the flux recovery caused by the formation of micro-bubbles on the surface 

of the conductive membrane provides a fast and consequent cycle of cleaning followed by 

inhibition of flux decline during the filtration period. 

The permeate enhancement by electroosmosis has been investigated for many years. 

Electroosmosis helps the permeation by enhancing the boundary layer and mass transfer, although 

a comprehensive understanding of this mechanism is not reported yet. Despite this fact, the 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of electroosmosis flux enhancement showed that 

the split velocity (caused by osmotic flow) has a major effect on the friction factor of the membrane, 

concentration polarization, and mass transfer [159].  

Bayar et al. [160] found that the use of EO and EP technology significantly increased membrane 

flux in an SMBR. In their study, they used continuous DC with a voltage range of 30-50 V for 140 

min. Two to four-fold increases in the membrane were achieved in the presence of an electric field, 

as compared to MBR without an electric field. This could attribute to the role of EO and EP. 
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Although EO showed a lower impact on the flux enhancement compared to EP, the magnitude of 

EO changed during the filtration. At a higher voltage (i.e. 50 V), the dominant phenomenon for 

improved flux was determined as an electrophoresis movement, while at a lower voltage, the 

electroosmosis had a greater impact on flux enhancement. They also observed that, in the presence 

of the cake layer and TMP, the electroosmosis flow increased due to the accumulation of 

negatively charged foulant (such as SMP and colloids) in the pore and on the surface of the 

membrane.  The summary of the electrically assisted flux enhancement is shown in Table 2-5.  

 

Table 2-5 Electrically assisted flux enhancement 

Methods Mechanism of flux enhancement Ref. 
Aeration Turbulence caused by hydrogen microbubble produced within 

conductive membranes 
[161] 

Backwashing Extrusion of the gases from the pores of the conductive membranes [157] 
Boundary layer and mass 
transfer 

Reducing the friction factor and boundary layer thickness caused by 
electroosmosis movement 

[159,162] 

 

2.5.2.5 Enhanced rejections in membrane separations  

The selectivity of the membrane for the solutes and the rejection ability is undoubtedly one of the 

main factors determining membranes’ performance. Among all types of membranes, UF and MF 

membranes have received much more attention since they are less expensive and energy-intensive 

[163,164]. Yet, the trade-off between permeability and selectivity of both UF and MF membranes 

has yet to be developed. The application of conductive membranes, which utilize electrostatic 

repulsion, is one of the most recent advances in this research field. Zhang et al. [165] studied the 

dye rejection ability of the conductive polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) using an electric field 

voltage of 20 V. Increasing voltage from 0 to 20 V enhanced Congo red (CR) rejection (97.93%) 

ability which is attributed to the enhanced electrostatic repel force. As reported by Yu et al. [161], 

CR rejection (100%) of conductive polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)-Ni membrane was obtained 

by the electric field of 10 mA. Such rejection is attributed to the positive effects of the electrostatic 

forces and aeration extrusion. Maintaining a high water flux and high rejection value of conductive 

membranes showed great potential for overcoming the inhibitory trade-off that exists in membrane 

technology. 
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Liu et al. [166] argued that hydrophilic poly (1,5-diaminoanthraquinone) /reduced graphene oxide 

(PDAAQ/rGO) nanohybrid blended polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane with an external 

electric field of 1.0 V cm-1 exhibited increased BSA rejection. 

2.6 Industrial applications 

2.6.1 Lab-scale industrial effluents and solutions treatment 

As membrane technology has been regularly used in waste treatment operations, developing the 

existing techniques in order to increase the efficiency and efficacy of the membrane process has a 

major environmental and economic impact. This large impact is caused by the high volume and 

investment cost of industrial membrane separation facilities [89]. Many industries are looking for 

means to decrease the footprints of conventional treatment processes. To overcome fouling issues 

accompanied by membranes, especially when treating large amounts of charged particles that exist 

in industrial wastes and solutions, the use of electric fields and repulsions have been considered as 

possible ways of fouling control. This Ek-assisted method has been summarized in Table 2-6. 

 

Table 2-6 Lab-scale separation processes for industrial effluent applications 

The Feed Type of the 
membrane 

Electrical 
field 
strength 

Research highlights Additional 
operating cost due 
to 
electricity/energy 
demand 

Ref. 

Real Wastewater 
Sample from an 
Electronics/ 
Optoelectronics 
Fabrication Plant 
Wastewater 

Ceramic 
microfiltration 
membrane 

DC, 58 
V/cm 

Increased Perfluorinated 
compounds and DOC 
removal 

0.171-1.54/m3 
USD 

[167] 

Chemical 
Industrial 
Tailwater 

Microfiltration 
membrane 

DC, 25 V, 
50 V,75 V 
and 100 V 

Increased rejection of 
humic substances and 
decreased fouling 

- [168] 

Industrial Enzyme 
Solutions 

Ultrafiltration 
membrane 

DC, 0-70 V 3-7 times flux increase 
by increasing the applied 
voltage 

- [88] 

Textile 
Wastewater 

Membrane 
bioreactor 

DC, 0-12 V Lower fouling, Better 
mixed liquor filterability 

- [169] 
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Coal Chemical 
Industry 

Membrane 
bioreactor 

DC, 1.33 
mA/cm2 

Reduction of SMP and 
SRF, 
Increased floc size 

0.036 kWh/m3 [170] 

Domestic 
Wastewater 

Membrane 
bioreactor 

DC, 12 V 13% reduction of 
membrane fouling and 
improved COD removal 

- [171] 

 

Beside the lab-scale experiments listed in Table 2.7, a pilot plant with electrokinetic integration 

with the existing plant has been reported by Hosseinzadeh et al. [142]. Reportedly, they were 

pioneers in applying the electric field in the continuous treatment of municipal wastewater. The 

integrated electrocoagulation with flat sheet membrane bioreactor improved biomass 

characteristics and decreased membrane fouling. Although the cost associated with applied power 

was not evaluated, further investigation on cost analyses has been proposed. 

Some studies used electrocoagulation as a pretreatment for the membrane bioreactor process on a 

large scale. Kim et al. [172] reported a pilot-scale MBR integrated with electrocoagulation for 

phosphorous removal. This pilot plant treats municipal wastewater with a capacity of 50 m3/day 

located in Guri, South Korea. With the applied voltage of 1.38-1.99 V, the total phosphorous 

removal improved by 100% (two-times) compared to the MBR. Another pilot-scale study reported 

that applied voltage gradient to the existing municipal wastewater treatment plant in the City of 

l’Assomption, Quebec showed reduced membrane fouling and stable TMP [110].  

2.6.2 Industrial scale 

Based on the available literature, there is no study that reported the industrial-scale application of 

EK-assisted membrane technologies. A close and large perspective for the scalability of these 

technologies depends on their cost and energy demand evaluations that are not reported in the 

literature. The cost correlated with the electrode materials, energy cost, and probable design 

adjustment costs are those that should be considered in the scale-up of EK-assisted technologies. 

The feasibility of the industrial application of electrokinetic phenomena in an industrial-scale 

application is the gap that is highlighted for further research. 
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Abstract 

Developing an effective phycoremediation system, especially by utilizing microalgae, could 

provide a valuable approach in wastewater treatment for simultaneous nutrient removal and 

biomass generation, which would help control environmental pollution. This research aims to 

study the impact of low-voltage direct current (DC) application on Chlorella vulgaris properties 

and the removal efficiency of nutrients (N and P) in a novel electrokinetic-assisted membrane 

photobioreactor (EK-MPBR) in treating synthetic municipal wastewater. Two membrane 

photobioreactors ran in parallel for 49 days with and without an applied electric field (current 

density: 0.261 A/m2). Mixed liquid suspended soils (MLSS) concentration, chemical oxygen 

demand (COD), floc morphology, total phosphorus (TP), and total nitrogen (TN) removals were 

measured during the experiments. The results showed that EK-MPBR achieved biomass 

production comparable to the control MPBR. In EK-MPBR, an over 97% reduction in phosphate 

concentration was achieved compared to 41% removal in the control MPBR. The control MPBR 

outperformed the nitrogen removal of EK-MPBR (68% compared to 43% removal). Induced DC 

electric field led to lower pH, lower zeta potential, and smaller particle sizes in the EK-MPBR as 

compared with MPBR. The results of this novel study investigating the incorporation of Chlorella 

vulgaris in an electrokinetic-assisted membrane photobioreactor indicate that this is a promising 

technology for wastewater treatment. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Wastewater treatment is a growing concern because wastewater contains pollutants such as 

nitrogen and phosphorus, which in excess can threaten wildlife and marine life [1,2]. Algae can 

assimilate these nutrients from wastewater and prevent eutrophication [3–6]. Phycoremediation, 

or biological treatment that utilizes algae for nutrient removal from wastewater, is one of the recent 

technologies gaining attention due to its low cost and environmental footprint [5,7,8]. Membrane 

photobioreactor technology (MPBR), as one of the biological wastewater treatment systems, is 

widely used for simultaneous wastewater treatment and microalgae production [9]. This 

technology has gained momentum due to promising nutrient removal and the high quality of 

effluent, together with the production of concentrated microalgae [10,11]. The biomass production 

of MPBRs has industrial applications, including biofuel, foods, and feeds [12–14].  

Several studies on MPBR have been conducted by various research groups with different 

microalgae species and MPBR configurations [15–18]. These studies have demonstrated the 

advantages of MPBR systems for nutrient removal and microalgae biomass production compared 

to the conventional microalgae system [19]. 

Chlorella vulgaris (C. vulgaris) is an extensively used microalgae in MPBRs for wastewater 

treatment [8,20,21]. It is also produced for human nutrition and biodiesel feedstock applications 

[12,14,22]. C. vulgaris can grow in diverse environments [23–25] such as high temperatures, e.g., 

up to 40 °C [14], acidic and alkaline (pH from 3 to 11.5) [20–22], light intensity [22], and high 

salinity. The most studied condition affecting their growth is light, but few studies focus on the 

effect of a low-voltage continuous electric field on photosynthesis and growth efficiency [14].  

There are several parameters that affect the phycoremediation process [8]. Wastewater 

characteristics are one of the factors that have been studied. One recent study investigated the 

implications of urban wastewater concentration and induced stress on the growth of Chlorella 

fusca [26]. Using real wastewater instead of synthetic wastewater is another recent research focus 

on the growth study of C. vulgaris and its bioremediation of primary (PE) and secondary (SE) 

urban effluents [27]. Some report-ed researchers have focused on operating conditions such as 

hydraulic retention time (HRT), solid retention time (SRT), and turbulent pulsation [28–30].  

Some studies investigated the effect of a low-voltage electric field on the growth and nitrogen and 

phosphorus removal efficiency of C. vulgaris [31,32]. Other research groups have studied the 
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application of moderate and short-term electric fields in stimulating the growth and metabolism of 

C. vulgaris [13,33]. They found that in batch culture, a short-term applied electric field could 

improve the biomass growth of microalgae [13,33]. A study using an applied pulse electric field 

recently revealed the potential for increased lipid content from C. vulgaris [34]. 

Studies that incorporate electric fields in membrane bioreactors (MBR) have found improved 

chemical oxygen demand removal (COD) as well as nitrogen and phosphorus removal were 

observed by applying a short-term electric field in membrane bioreactors (MBR), where activated 

sludge was used [35–38]. To date, only one study has integrated an electric field into an MBR with 

algae and activated sludge [2]. However, the combination of an electric field with a membrane 

photobioreactor utilizing algae as biomass has not yet been investigated.  

The current study examines the effect of a low-voltage continuous electric field on the microalgae 

growth rate, biomass quality, and overall nutrient removal (N and P) of an MPBR with C. vulgaris 

in treating synthetic municipal wastewater. An MPBR and an electrokinetic-assisted MPBR (EK-

MPBR) with C. vulgaris were operated in parallel for 49 days to investigate the electric field 

effects on biomass production, biomass productivity, COD removal, and nutrient (N and P) 

removals. This is the first study on EK-MPBR, and the results demonstrate that it is a promising 

technology that simultaneously removes nutrients and reproduces microalgae. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Chemicals  

All chemicals mentioned in the following sections that were used for microalgae cultivation, 

wastewater preparation and measurements were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany). Deionized water was prepared in the laboratory. 

3.2.2 Microalgae and Culture Conditions 

The microalgae C. vulgaris was purchased from the Canadian Phycological Culture Centre of the 

University of Waterloo, ON, Canada. The medium solution was prepared with the following 

composition and amounts in 1 L of solution [39,40]:  

0.66 g NH4 Cl (≥99.5%), 0.625 g Mg SO4 (≥ 99.8 %), 0.1105 g CaCl2.2H2O (≥99.0%), 0.1142 g 

H3BO3 (≥99.5%), 0.0498 g FeSO4. 7H2O (≥99.0%), 0.0882 ZnSO4.7H2O (≥99.0%), 0.0144 g 

MnCl2. 4H2O (≥99.0%), 0.0118 g Na2MoO4.2H2O (≥99.5%), 0.0157 g CuSO4.5H2O (≥98%), 
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0.004 g CoCl2.6H2O (≥97%), 0.64 g ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA)-2 Na.2H2O (≥98%), 

0.6247 g KH2PO4 (≥99.0%), 1.3251 g K2HPO4 (≥98%). All components were added to deionized 

(DI) water and insulated to avoid contamination. The cultivation continued for 25 days to reach 

the desired concentration of 1.2 g/L of dried biomass under continuous aeration and light 

illumination at room temperature. 

3.2.3 Operating Conditions 

The feed of the reactors was a synthetic municipal wastewater effluent (after bio-logical chemical 

oxygen demand (COD) removal). The amount of the trace element in one litre feed summarized 

in Table 3.1 included 0.0025 g NaCl (≥99.0%), 0.082 g MgSO4.7H2O (≥ 99.8 %), 0.005 g 

CaCl2.2H2O (≥99.0%), 0.02490 g FeSO4.7H2O (≥99.0%), 0.00044 ZnSO4.7H2O (≥99.0%), 

0.00022 g MnCl2.4H2O (≥99.0%), 0.00126 g Na2MoO4.2H2O (≥99.5%), 0.00039 g CuSO4.5H2O 

(≥98%), 0.00041 g CoCl2.6H2O (≥97%) , 0.09553 NH4Cl (≥99.5%), 0.01537 g KH2PO4 (≥99.0%), 

0.3 g NaHCO3 (≥95%)  and 0.01874 g Glucose (≥99.5%). All the components were added to 

distilled water. The reactors were fed semi-continuously with a liquid level controller sensor and 

a peristaltic pump, and the feed was kept in a refrigerator at 4–5 °C. The level of the suspensions 

in the reactors was kept constant by a level sensor (LC40, Flowline Inc., Los Alamitos, CA, USA), 

and feed was pumped by a peristaltic pump (Model 77122-12, Masterflex®C/L®PWR, Cole-

Parmer, USA). The permeation pumps were programmed to operate in 3-min-on and 2-min-off 

modes for permeation and relaxation to control membrane fouling. The reactors were operated for 

49 days, and hydraulic retention time (HRT) and solid retention time (SRT) were maintained at 

2.5 days and 30 days, respectively. During the operation, HRT was controlled by applied 

membrane flux. Once the transmembrane pressure (TMP) of the MPBRs reached about 30 kPa, 

physical cleaning was used to remove the foulant layer of the membrane module. The pH of the 

feed for the MPBR was adjusted using NaOH (≥97%) and HCl (≥37%) solutions. 

Table 3-1 Characteristics of synthetic wastewater. 

Water Quality Index Average Value (mg/L) 

Nitrogen 25 ± 2 

Phosphorus (𝑃𝑂& − 𝑃) 3.5 ± 0.3 

Chemical Oxygen Demand 20 ± 2.5 
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3.2.4 Experimental Set-Up 

The experiments were conducted using two lab-scale submerged MPBRs. The reactors were filled 

with 10 L of culture medium. White LED lamps were used to provide illumination. The reactors 

were put in a magnet stir to mix the algal solution slightly. The schematic diagram of the 

experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.1. Table 3.2 summarizes the basic parameters of the 

membrane module and the operating conditions. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) flat sheet 

membranes with the pore size of 0.4 µm was used. The surface area of the membrane on each side 

of the module was 0.03 m2. The membrane module was immersed in 10 L of the suspension. Two 

flat sheet rectangular graphite electrodes (surface area of 0.015 ± 0.008 m2 ) and two stainless steel 

meshes were placed in the reactors (with the distance of 0.03 m). The EK-MPBR is connected to 

a DC power supply system, and the MPBR has the same configuration but without DC power 

supply. The graphite and stainless steel sheets were connected to the positive and the negative 

poles of a DC power supply (B & K precision’s, Taiwan), respectively. A constant DC electric 

field (0.261 A/m2 ) was applied to the microalgae for the entire operation of the EK-MPBR. 

 

Figure 3-1 Schematic of lab-scale MPBR and EK-MPBR set-up. 
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Table 3-2 Specification of the membrane module and operating condition 

3.2.5 Zeta Potential and Routine Analysis 

The zeta potential of the flocs was determined by using a NanoBrook ZetaPlus (Brookhaven, NY, 

USA). The samples were diluted in 1 mM KCl solution. Each sample was tested at least twice to 

confirm the zeta potential value. Smoluchowski’s equation was used to determine the zeta potential 

[41]. A dissolved oxygen (DO) meter (Model 407510, Extech, Nashua, NH, USA), a pH meter 

(pH 700, Oakton, VA, USA), and a thermometer were used to measure the DO, pH, and 

temperature of the suspension in the reactor. 

3.2.6 Determination of Biomass Characteristics 

The MLSS and COD were measured using the standard method [42]. Biomass productivity was 

calculated based on the following equation [43]: 

r! = X ×
Q"#$%&
V'()*

=
X
SRT																																																																																			(3.1) 

where,	r! is biomass productivity (mg/L.d); X is the average biomass concentration ( g/L), which 

in this study equals to average MLSS; Q waste is the reactor biomass wasting rate (L/d), and 

VMPBR is its working volume (L). 

Membrane Module MPBR EK-MPBR 
Total membrane surface area 0.03 m2 0.03 m2 

Membrane materials Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 
Membrane type Flat sheet Flat sheet 

Mean membrane pore size 0.4 µm 0.4 µm 
Operational Parameter   

Working volume 10 L 10 L 
Temperature 25.75 ± 0.7° C 25.9 ± 0.6° C 

pH 8.15 ± 0.15 8.46 ± 0.5 
Aeration rate 2.16 ± 0.10 L/min 2.16 ± 0.10 L/min 

Illumination intensity 8400 lux 8400 lux 
Voltage gradient  0.62 ± 0.02 V/cm 
Current density  0.261 A/m2 

Electrodes surface area  0.015 ± 0.008 m2 
Electrodes distance  0.03 m 
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Total nitrogen and phosphorus (TN, TP) were monitored on samples taken every other day. Each 

sample was duplicated, and the values reported are the averages for each sample. Both TN and TP 

were measured by spectrophotometry using the alkaline potassium persulfate digestion-UV 

spectroscopy method [39,44] and the ammonium molybdate spectroscopy method, respectively 

[44]. 

 

3.2.7 Particle Size Distribution and Microalgae Structure 

The particle size distribution was measured by a Malvern Mastersize 2000 instrument 

(Worcestershire, UK) with detention of 0.02–2000 µm. Each sample was measured in triplicate. 

The range of laser obscuration was 0.1–0.4%.  

The structure of the algal cell was studied by an inverted microscope (Olympus IX51, Tokyo, 

Japan). For each picture, the samples were dropped onto a slide, followed by dispersion with a 

cover slide. To gather images, each sample was randomly photographed with a digital camera 

connected to a microscope.  

3.2.8 Statistical Analysis 

The statistical difference of the parameters in MPBR and EK-MPBR was determined by two-

sample t-tests, with the alpha significance level at 0.05 (p = 0.05). If P < 0.05, the null hypothesis, 

the mean values corresponding to the parameters are not statistically different, is rejected. The 

results are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Each sample was at least duplicated and the 

standard deviation for each data point represents an average of at least two data.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

In this study, the performance of the electrokinetic-assisted photobioreactor on phycoremediation 

is investigated and compared with a control photobioreactor. The effect of the electric field is 

classified in terms of biomass production, nutrient removal, zeta potential, pH, and floc 

morphology. 
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3.3.1 Effect of EF treatment on biomass production 

We investigated the effect of the applied electric field on algae growth in photobioreactors. The 

MLSS concentration was measured and used as an indicator of algal growth throughout the study. 

The time course measuring the MLSS concentration of the reactor is shown in Figure 3.2. Both 

MPBRs operated in parallel with an initial concentration of 1.16 ± 0.4 g/L of MLSS. The biomass 

value and productivity of the control reactor (MPBR) varied from 0.97 g/L to 2.12 g/L and 32.33–

70.66 g/Ld, respectively. For the EK-MPBR, the corresponding values were lower than the control, 

with biomass ranging from 0.62 g/L to 1.59 g/L of MLSS and productivity ranging from 18–53 

mg/Ld. However, these values were not significantly different (𝑝 > 0.05). 

In the EK-MPBR, MLSS fluctuation over the first 39 days of the experiment was smoother and 

relatively higher compared to the control MPBR. This improved productivity suggests that the 

applied electric field stimulated the growth of microalgae. The present study is consistent with the 

findings of others that the electric field increased the productivity of Chlorella vulgaris by 

enhancing the transport of substances across the algae cell membrane [45,46]. However, the 

underlying reason for the stimulated cell growth has remained unknown [46]. The hormetic 

response of low-dose stimulation and high-dose inhibition seen in Figure 3.2 is an adaptive cell 

response that is stimulatory in the short term and inhibitory in long-term exposure [47] was also 

observed in the pre-treatment of Chlorella vulgaris with the application of a short-term moderate 

electric field [13].  

Corpuz et al. studied the effect of a long-term applied electric field bioreactor, where they observed 

a similar trend in the algae-activated sludge bioreactor [2]. In the study of Corpuz et al., it was 

mentioned that more prolonged exposure to the electric field inhibited microalgae growth starting 

on day 28. This retardation of microalgae, which is caused mainly by electrochemical reactions 

around the cathode, was delayed in this study until day 39. Indirect oxidation due to the modified 

design of the cathode in our study could play a role in growth inhibition caused by hydroxyl 

radicals. By placing the cathode behind the membrane, the released ions in the permeate could be 

removed by the permeate pump, and therefore, their accumulation over time is controlled. The 

indirect oxidation effect on the molecular level in MPBRs could be the focus of future studies. 
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Figure 3-2 Variation of biomass production for MPBRs with and without applied electric field 
over the experimental period of 49 days. Values and error bars represent average and standard 
deviation from two technical replicate measurements (n = 2), respectively. Average pH value and 
temperature for both EK-MPBR and the control MPBR were around 8 and 25 ° c. 

3.3.2 Nutrient Removal and Wastewater Treatment Potential 

The wastewater treatment performance of EK-MPBR was compared to the control MPBR to 

determine electric field efficiency in terms of nutrient removal from the wastewater. The efficiency 

of a phycoremediation system is defined by how well algae can remove nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

COD from wastewater. Figure 3.3 shows the percentage of nutrient removal of EK-MPBR and 

MPBR over time. The concentrations of N, P, and COD in the influent were maintained constant 

at the levels of 25 ± 2 mg/L, 3.5 ± 0.3 mg/L, and 20 ± 2.5 mg/L, respectively. EK-MPBR showed 

a statistically significant higher phosphorous removal with an overall removal of 97.98 ± 0.02% 

(𝑝 < 0.05). This demonstrates the advantage of EK-MPBR for phosphorus removal compared to 

the overall removal of 41.81 ± 0.05% of the control reactor. The main two phosphorus removal 

mechanisms in algal systems are biomass adsorption and precipitation of phosphorus [2,25]. In an 

electric field-assisted system, electrochemical oxidation on the surface of the electrodes and 

electrochemical reactions in the suspension can also contribute to phosphorus removal. Given a 
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pH range of 7.5 to 8.5 for EK-MPBR, phosphorus adsorption on the surface of the anode (graphite) 

is not the dominant mechanism [48]. The improved phosphorus removal in EK-MPBR can be 

attributed to the occurrence of electrochemical reactions in the suspension and the overall ion 

strength in the mixed liquor solution [33,49]. A recent study showed that in biomass combined 

with activated sludge, the applied electric field improved phosphorus removal by 65% compared 

to its control reactor and was mainly due to electrochemical reactions [2]. The released aluminum 

ions from the aluminum anode and the generation of phosphate aluminum complex contribute to 

the removal of phosphorus [50,51]. Although a number of studies have evaluated the effect of 

electric field on MBRs [2,33,52,53], its effect on molecular adsorption in MPBRs needs to be 

verified in future studies.  

Limited phosphate concentration in the suspension in EK-MPBR can lower the biomass 

productivity and removal efficiency caused by a low biomass concentration [54]. However, this is 

in contrast to the MLSS concentration (Figure 3.2). As such, it is likely that the stimulating effect 

of the electric field outweighed the inhibitory effect of P depletion. Furthermore, the limited 

phosphate concentration in the suspension in EK-MPBR is beneficial for reducing membrane 

fouling. The correlation between P depletion and biofilm growth has been reported by other studies 

[55,56]. The low concentration of P, ranging from 0.05 mg/L to 1.09 mg/L in EK-MPBR, is below 

the concentration needed for biofilm growth compared to the control MPBR, ranging from 1.79 to 

2.39 mg/L [49]. This suggests the existing potential of EK-MPBR for enhanced membrane 

performance. 
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Figure 3-3 Nutrient removal of MPBR and EK-MPBR: (a) comparison of TP removal efficiency, 
(b) TN removal efficiency, and (c) COD removal efficiency. Values and error bars represent 
average and standard deviation from two technical replicate measurements (n = 2), respectively. 

 

Despite the significant phosphorus removal of EK-MPBR, the nitrogen removal efficiency of EK-

MPBR was depressed to some extent. The better phosphorous removal efficiency compared to the 

nitrogen removal efficiency in EK-MPBR might be because of their different removal 

mechanisms. At the water-oxide interface, phosphate removal utilizes an inter-sphere adsorption 

mechanism that is less affected by ionic strength as compared to nitrogen removal, which has an 

outer-sphere adsorption mechanism [48]. As shown in Figure 3.3b, EK-MPBR TN removal ranged 

from 17.82% to 85%, whereas in control MPBR, TN was removed by 58% to 85% (p < 0.05). 

The concentration of TN in the influent was kept at a constant value of 25 ± 2 mg/L for both 

reactors. The lower nitrogen removal efficiency agrees with other studies that showed that the 

electric field might interfere with the nitrogen removal process [33,57,58]. The fluctuation over 

the 49 days in TN removal in EK-MPBR could be attributed to the change in MLSS concentration 

(Figure 3.2a), zeta potential (Figure 3.4), and ionic strength of the suspension, which may have 

interfered with nitrification. The lower nitrogen removal in EK-MPBR due to the presence of an 
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electric field agrees with the study by Zhang et al. [33]. The potential changes in ionic properties 

of the microalgae could be due to the electrochemical reactions and the incorporation of the electric 

field, which further have an inhibitory impact on the removal of total nitrogen [33]. However, both 

EK-MPBR and MPBR showed nitrogen removal comparable to other studies (Table 3.3).  

 
Figure 3-4 Zeta potential variation during EK-MPBR and MPBR operations. Values and error 
bars represent average and standard deviation from three technical replicate measurements (n = 3), 
respectively. 

 

 

Table 3-3 The removal efficiency of MPBRs with Chlorella vulgaris. 

Source of 
Water/Wastewater 

Type 
of 
MPBR 

Influent  
Concentration 
(mg/L) 

Organic 
Loading Rate 
(mg/L.d) 

HRT and 
SRT 
(d) 

Membrane 
Pore Size 
(µm) 

Removal 
Efficiency% Ref. 

Synthetic municipal 
wastewater effluent MPBR TN: 25 ± 2  

TP: 3.5 ± 0.4  
TN:10.58 ± 1.02 
TP:1.48 ± 0.2 

HRT: 2.5  
SRT: 30  0.4 68 ± 3 of TN 

41.81 ± 0.05 of TP This Study 

Synthetic municipal 
wastewater effluent 

EK-
MPBR 

TN: 25 ± 2  
TP: 3.5 ± 0.4  

TN: 10.58 ± 1.02 
TP: 1.48 ± 0.2 

HRT: 2.5  
SRT:30  0.4 

43 ± 2 of TN 
 
97.98 ± 0.02 of TP 

This Study 

Synthetic municipal 
wastewater MPBR N/A HRT: 2.5  

SRT:12.5  N/A 50 of TN 
50 of TP [59] 
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Synthetic municipal 
wastewater MPBR TN: 14.1  ±  0.5  

TP: 2.5  ±  0.2 
HRT: 1  
SRT: 9  

0.04  
 

31 of TN 
30 of TP [43] 

Synthetic municipal 
wastewater MPBR TN: 14.1  ±  0.5  

TP: 2.5  ±  0.2 
HRT: 1  
SRT: 30  

0.04  
 

32 of TN 
25 of TP [43] 

 

 

Figure 3.3 c represents the COD concentration over the experimental period. The influent COD 

concentration for both reactors was kept constant at 20 ± 1.8 mg/L. The COD reduction can be 

attributed to the thickness of the biofilm, electrochemical oxidation of organic substances, and 

oxidation of the organic compounds by electrochemically generated oxidants such as hydrogen 

peroxide [2]. In this study, due to the induced multiple factors, further investigation is needed 

before highlighting any underlying reasons as the main mechanism of COD removal in EK-MPBR 

when comparing it with MPBR. 

3.3.3 Effect of EF on the Physiology of Microalgae 

Zeta potential, pH, and the morphology of biomass are measured as indicators of changes in 

physiology under the electric field and their effect on the phycoremediation efficiency [60,61]. In 

both MPBRs, the zeta potential remained negative over the experimental period. Zeta potential is 

dependent on factors such as pH and ion type and strength [62]. In alkaline conditions, zeta 

potential increases (i.e., becomes more negative) with pH increase as particles are surrounded by 

more negative charge in the suspension. The zeta potential values, represented in Figure 3.3, along 

with the pH data depicted in Figure 3.4, agree with the above statement.  

The zeta potential in the control MPBR was higher than that of EK-MPBR. This can be attributed 

to the higher pH in the reactor compared to EK-MPBR [62]. Furthermore, zeta potential is a 

function of other factors, such as the composition and concentration of metabolites in the 

suspension [62]. This could explain the fluctuating behaviour, especially over the first days of the 

operation, when the microalgae have unstable conditions due to adaptation to the new 

environment.  

Surface charge, as represented by the zeta potential here, can contribute to the nutrient uptake 

efficiency of the system [63]. In an alkaline solution, the predominant phosphate ions are 𝐻𝑃𝑂>2; 

and 𝑃𝑂>1;  [64]. The higher the surface charge, the stronger the electrostatic repulsion would 
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interfere with the adsorption of these ions on the algal cell surface [64,65]. Reportedly, the lower 

surface charge positively affects the adsorption of the orthophosphate by C. vulgaris [65].  

Sedimentation is another mechanism of phosphorus removal from wastewater that is also affected 

by surface charge and electrostatic repulsion [66,67]. The phosphate ions form complex salts in 

wastewater, such as calcium phosphate in the form of sediments [67]. The lower surface charge 

would enhance sedimentation and phosphorus removal. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3.4, the 

decreased zeta potential in EK-MPBR (−27 compared to −20 mv in MPBR) can be attributed to 

the better phosphorus removal efficiency in EK-MPBR (97.98 ± 0.02% in EK-MPBR compared 

to 41.81 ± 0.05% in MPBR).  

The nitrogen removal, however, was affected differently by the surface charge. Due to the 

increased surface charge, the adsorption of negatively charged hydroxyl ions (OH) that are part of 

the denitrification process could be decreased [68]. The effect of the electric field on this removal 

pathway can be further verified through electrochemical analysis of the cells in future studies. 

The variation of pH with time is shown in Figure 3.5. While both reactors started with the same 

pH, the applied electric field lowered pH over time. The electrochemical reaction around the 

cathode is a determining factor [69]. In alkaline conditions, the following reaction at the cathode 

can be expected: 

2H2O	 + 2	e	; →	H2(g) + 2	OH;	(aq)         (3.2) 

As a result of this electrolysis reaction, the pH near the cathode is expected to increase under the 

applied electric field. However, the results show that other factors may be involved in pH changes. 

One of the underlying reasons for pH changes could be the materials used and impurities that arise 

during the strengthening of the carbon in the manufacturing process, which could be released from 

the electrode to the suspension when placed under the electric field [70].  
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Figure 3-5 pH variation during EK-MPBR and MPBR operations 

. 

 

pH is also sensitive to the mechanism of microalgae growth. Considering glucose in the influent, 

the suspension provides a mixotrophic and/or heterotrophic culture for C. vulgaris growth. In both 

cases, mixotrophic and heterotrophic, pH depends on the microalgae’s preferred growth kinetics. 

While the pH remained unchanged in the mixotrophic condition, heterotrophic culture showed a 

gradual decrease in the suspension [71]. As shown in Figure 3.6, the lighter suspension over time 

under the electric field demonstrates heterotrophic dominancy and, therefore, decreased pH.  
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Figure 3-6 The colour of microalgae grown in (a) EK-MPBR from day 1 to day 5 and (b) EK-
MPBR and MPBR at day 20. 

Figure 3.7 shows the morphology of the suspensions in MPBR and EK-MPBR. One of the main 

objectives of this investigation is to study possible morphology changes due to the applied electric 

field. As shown in Figure 3.6, the floc size in the EK-MPBR is smaller than that of the MPBR. 

This agrees with the higher fraction of smaller particles seen in the particle size distribution (PSD) 

analysis (Figure 3.8). The fraction of the smaller particles in EK-MPBR (Figure 3.8) can be 

attributed to floc breakage and disintegration due to the applied electric field and the 
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electrophoresis phenomenon. Electrophoresis and movement of the charged particles could result 

in more breakage of the flocs [49]. In electrophoresis, the charged particles tend to move toward 

the electrode with the opposite charge, which can cause collisions and smaller particle formation. 

This potentially explains the formation of smaller flocs in EK-MPBR. The conceptual image of 

the phenomena is presented in Figure 3.9.  

 

 

 
Figure 3-7 Microscopic images representing the morphology of C. vulgaris in (a) MPBR and (b) 
EK-MPBR. 
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Figure 3-8 Particle size distribution of the floc suspension in the MPBR and EK-MPBR. 

 

 

Figure 3-9 Conceptual figure of the electrophoresis movement of charged particles toward the 
opposite electrode in EK-MPBR. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

A modified membrane photobioreactor that incorporated a low-voltage electric field and the algae 

C. vulgaris was developed. This novel study compared the biomass production and the nitrogen 

and phosphorus removal efficiency of C. vulgaris in the electrokinetic-assisted membrane 

bioreactor with that of the control. 

The biomass production in the EK-MPBR was comparable to that in the MPBR. Nutrient removal 

was lower and significantly higher in EK-MPBR for total nitrogen and total phosphorus, 

respectively. This can be explained by electrochemical reactions around the electrodes. The results 

also showed that increased cell charge and formation of smaller particles under the applied electric 

field was observed, which may affect biomass production. 

The work presented here has implications for future studies of the electric field in MPBRs and 

may help modify the design of membrane photobioreactors for membrane fouling control. Further 

research identifying the mortality rate of the algae under different applied currents, molecular 

changes, and electrokinetically affected assimilation efficiency of the cells will be beneficial for 

improving electro-phycoremediation techniques in wastewater treatments. 
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Chapter 4 Comparison of sludge properties and membrane 

performance of membrane photobioreactors with/without 

electric field 

Abstract 

A novel low-voltage DC electrokinetic membrane photobioreactor (EK-MPBR) was operated in 

parallel to a control MPBR without an electric field for 57 days to study membrane fouling and 

sludge properties for synthetic municipal wastewater treatment. Stainless steel mesh and graphite 

sheet were used as cathode and anode, respectively, with a novel design of electrode configuration. 

Less fouling and better sludge settleability were observed under the steady current of 4 mA in the 

EK-MPBR. The backwash flux induced by electrophoresis and the electric field was 6.5 % of the 

water flux (0.57 LMH). The fouling precursors were found to have a correlation with the applied 

electric field. Soluble microbial product (SMP) was reduced by 30 to 43 % in EK-MPBR as 

compared to MPBR over the experimental period and was found to have a positive correlation 

with fouling depression.  Extra polymeric substances (EPS), however, were higher in EK-MPBR. 

The cake layer resistance was consistently less in the EK-MPBR than in the control MPBR 

indicating that the electric field reduced the accumulation of the particles on the surface of the 

membrane. The pore blocking resistance, however, was higher in EK-MPBR due to the presence 

of smaller colloidal particles. Particle size distribution (PSD) results showed a greater fraction of 

smaller floc size under the electric field effect. Sludge volume index (SVI) measurements showed 

improved settleability of the flocs in EK-MPBR. The electric field showed multiple effects leading 

to 50 percent less fouling frequency compared to the control MPBR.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Membrane photobioreactors (MPBRs) have become an established technology for simultaneous 

microalgae growth and wastewater treatment [1,2]. Wastewater contains nutrients such as nitrogen 

and phosphorus and other organic compounds that can reduce dissolved oxygen in the water [3]. 

The nutrients in wastewater are a good source of algae growth and are removed by algae. 

Therefore, MPBRs that incorporate phycoremediation with the production of concentrated 

microalgae, has become an emerging technology in recent years[4,5].   

The membrane, as the central part of this process, would have a reduced lifetime as a result of 

membrane fouling in the suspension. The presence of organic and inorganic materials from 

microorganisms and the contaminants in wastewater can cause fouling of the membrane. 

Membrane fouling increases the operation and maintenance cost and decreases the performance of 

MPBR [6]. Standard methods for combating fouling in membrane technologies include physical 

fouling control such as backwash and air sparging [7], chemical cleaning[8,9], electrical[10], 

biological[11], and operational approaches [12]. Among these methods, electrically assisted 

fouling control shows great potential and is preferred over other traditional methods due to its low 

environmental footprint and high durability [13,14]. With the addition of a cathode and an anode, 

the charged particles and the liquid move due to the produced electrokinetic phenomena. This 

movement can lower the fouling rate and improve membrane permeability by preventing the 

precipitation and accumulation of particles on the surface of the membrane. Moreover, the electro-

generated gases around the electrodes improve membrane cleaning [15]. Hence, applying the 

electric field leads to control of the movement and deposition of the foulants. In recent years, 

electrically-assisted fouling control has made some progress in addressing fouling [16]. Some 

studies have tried different electrode materials to improve electrooxidation and filterability in 

membrane bioreactors (MBR)[17-19].  Corpuz et al. studied the implication of applied electric 

field in MBR with the combination of activated sludge and algae [20].  Even though there are 

excellent established electrically-assisted fouling controls in conventional activated sludge 

membrane bioreactors [13,20,21], the utilization of electric current in MPBRs is not investigated 

yet.  

The use of the electric field and the electrode material could raise the cost of MPBRs. Hence, this 

study aims to alleviate fouling, while maintaining low cost by using a low-voltage DC electric 
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field with a modified design to improve the lifetime of the membrane. Our EK-MPBR design 

incorporated a graphite sheet and a stainless-steel mesh as anode and cathode, respectively. This 

EK-MPBR was run parallel with a control MPBR to investigate the effect of a low-voltage DC 

electric field on the sludge properties, membrane performance, and fouling. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 MPBR and EK-MPBR set-up and operation 

Synthetic municipal wastewater (Table 4.1) was prepared and treated using a lab-scale membrane 

photobioreactor (MPBR) and an electric field-assisted membrane photobioreactor (EK-MPBR). 

The wastewater contained 25 mg/L of total nitrogen, 3.5 mg/L of total phosphorus, and 20 mg/L 

of chemical oxygen demand (COD).    A membrane module was immersed in an effective volume 

of 10 L of the reactors with two configurations.  In order to apply an electric field in EK-MPBR, 

the conventional membrane module was modified (Figure 4.1). The Figure shows that a stainless-

steel mesh was used as a membrane as a support and cathode. Graphite anodes were positioned at 

0.03 m facing the membranes. DC electric field was applied with a current of 4 mA. Other 

parameters regarding the membrane modules in EK-MPBR and MPBR were identical in both 

MPBRs.  The membrane with a pore size of 0.4 µm was purchased from SINAP Co. Ltd, Shanghai, 

China. The pre-cultivated Chlorella Vulgaris microalgae were used to treat the wastewater. The 

aeration intensity at the bottom of the membrane module was 2.2 ± 0.05 L/min in each MPBR for 

CO2 delivery and membrane fouling control. The permeate flux of both reactors was kept constant 

at approximately 8.5 L/m2h. The reactors were operated for almost 57 days, and hydraulic retention 

time (HRT) and solid retention time (SRT) were maintained at approximately 2.5 days and 30 

days, respectively. The temperature of the algal suspension remained relatively unchanged at 

around room temperature and was monitored daily. Physical cleaning was conducted to maintain 

the flux and remove the foulants when the transmembrane pressure (TMP) reached at about 45 

kPa. Chemical cleaning was performed at the end of the phase to study the contribution of each 

filtration resistance. NaOCl solution (1 %) followed by Citric acid solution (2 g/L) were used for 

chemical cleaning. The membrane was soaked for 2 hours in each solution and the permeability 

test was performed afterward.  
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Table 4-1 Characteristics of the synthetic wastewater 

 

Water Quality Index Average Value (g/L) 
Nitrogen 0.025 

Phosphorus 0.0035 
COD 0.020 

Compounds  
NaCl 0.0025 

MgSO4.7H2O 0.082 
CaCl2.2H2O 0.005 
FeSO4.7H2O 0.02490 
ZnSO4.7H2O 0.00044 
MnCl2.4H2O 0.00022 

Na2MoO4.2H2O 0.00126 
CuSO4.5H2O 0.00039 
CoCl2.6H2O 0.00041 

NH4Cl 0.09553 
KH2PO4 0.01537 
NaHCO3 0.3 

 

 
Figure 4-1 Schematic of a membrane module (on one-side of the module) in an EK-MPBR. 

4.2.2 Evaluation of membrane filtration resistance 

According to Darcy’s law, the filtration resistance of  the membrane can be calculated as follow 

[22]: 

𝑅 =
∆𝑃
𝐽𝜇 																																																																																																																																																				(4.1) 

𝑅@ = 𝑅= + 𝑅A + 𝑅B 																																																																																																																														(4.2) 
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Where, ∆𝑃 is the trans-membrane pressure difference (kPa); 𝐽 implies the permeate flux (L/m2.h); 

𝜇	 is the dynamic viscosity of the permeate (Pa.s); 𝑅 represents the filtration resistance (m-1); 

𝑅@ , 𝑅=, 𝑅A,	and 𝑅B are the total filtration resistance, virgin membrane filtration resistance, pore-

clogging resistance and cake layer resistance, respectively.  

These values were obtained according to the following procedure:  𝑅=	was measured using tap 

water and the permeability test of the virgin membrane before starting the runs. 𝑅B	and 𝑅A	can be 

calculated by measuring the permeability of the fouled membrane after the physical and chemical 

cleaning, respectively [22]. 𝑅@, the total resistance can be obtained from the final permeability and 

TMP at the end of the experiment. 

 4.2.3 Particle size distribution (PSD) 

Particle size distribution was determined by Malven Mastersize 2000 instrument (Worcestershire, 

UK) with a detection range of 0.02-2000 µm. The samples were automatically measured in 

triplicate.  

4.2.4 Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and soluble microbial products (SMP) 

extraction and measurement 

Soluble microbial product (SMP) was extracted by centrifuging the suspension at 4000 × g for 10 

min. The supernatant was filtered through 0.45 µ filter paper. Extracellular polymeric substances 

(EPS) extraction was measured using the method mentioned by Tong et al. for algal suspension 

[23]. The suspension was added to 25 ml of 1.5 M NaCl at 30◦C for one hour, followed by 

centrifugation at 2504 g for 15 min. The supernatant was then filtered through a 0.45 µ 

Nitrocellulose filter paper (Merk, Ireland). The EPS and the SMP were then normalized as the sum 

of protein and carbohydrates according to Lowry’s and Gaudy’s methods, respectively.   Based on 

these methods, colorimetric analysis using bovine serum albumin (BSA) and glucose as standards 

can determine the contents of protein using Lowry’s method and carbohydrates using Gaudy’s 

method and Anthrone reagent in the solution [24,25].   
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4.2.5 Capillary suction time (CST) and sludge volume index (SVI) 

The harvesting potential of microalgae suspension was undertaken by measuring CST using a 

Triton Type 319 Multi-purpose CST (Triton Electronics Limited., UK), and the method described 

by the literature [26]. CST is the rate that water is released from the biomass. A lower CST generally 

suggests a longer water release time and better dewaterability/filterability [27]. All the 

measurements were performed in triplicate. In the case of different MLSS concentrations in the 

reactors, the dilution or concentration was performed to exclude the effect of biomass 

concentration from harvesting potential. SVI was tested according to APHA 21st Edition [28]. 

 

4.2.6 Statistical analysis 

The parameters of MPBR and EK-MPBR were subjected to paired two samples t-tests to 

differentiate data statistically. Data is considered significantly different if the p-value is lower than 

0.05.  

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Novel Design of the Electrodes Configuration  

As shown in Figure 4.1, a novel design of the electrode’s configuration was presented. For the first 

time, the stainless steel mesh cathode was embedded on flat membrane module support and 

underneath the flat-sheet membrane. This novel design is totally different from that found in the 

literature [17,19,20,29] and is anticipated to generate a direct and strong repulsive force from the 

membrane surface to prevent the deposition and adhesion of negatively charged cells and colloids 

polymers on the membrane surface for fouling control. This concept was verified in this study and 

would be elaborated on in later sections.  

4.3.2 Membrane fouling performance 

Figure 4.2 shows the flux of the EK-MPBR and MPBR that was monitored and recorded daily 

during the experimental period. Under the same operating conditions, the fouling of the 
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membranes was monitored by transmembrane pressure (TMP). Both reactors exhibited the same 

TMP during the first ten days, and the membranes could maintain the flux. Between days 10 to 29, 

the reactors showed different membrane fouling rates during which EK-MPBR showed an earlier 

TMP increase starting at around day 11 while the conventional MPBR had a delayed but sharper 

TMP increase from day 23. After the first phase of operation and membrane physical cleaning, as 

represented in Figure 4.2, the physical cleaning cycle in MPBR was shortened from 29 days to 7 

days for the conventional MPBR, while in EK-MPBR, the same cleaning cycle of 29 days was 

sufficient. The less frequent cleaning in EK-MPBR suggests better and more persistent fouling 

repression and TMP evolution. This could be explained by the changes in sludge properties and 

the effect of the applied electric field, which will be explored in later sections. 

 

Figure 4-2 Membrane flux and TMP over the experimental period. 

 

4.3.3 Optical image of the cake layer  

Figure 4.3 shows the optical image of the fouled membranes at the end of each operation cycle 

and before each physical cleaning. Visual observation of the images shows different colours and 

thicknesses of the cake layers formed on the membranes’ surface. The EK-MPBR first cake layer 
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on Day 29 (Figure 4.3 a) was similar to Day 57 (Figure 4.3 b). Images of the MPBR cake layers 

taken on Days 29, 36, 45 and 57 (Figure 4.3 c, d, e, and f respectively) all showed a thicker greenish 

cake layer as compared to the thinner, more yellow cake layers of the EK-MPBR. 

 

  

  

a

 

b

 

c d 
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Figure 4-3 Optical image of the cake layer formed on the surface of the membrane. a) EK-MPBR 
first cake layer, Day 29; b) EK-MPBR second cake layer, Day 57; c) MPBR first cake layer, Day 
29; d) MPBR second cake layer, Day 36; e) MPBR third layer, Day 45; f) MPBR forth cake layer, 
Day 57. 

4.3.4 Membrane Filtration Resistances 

At the end of the run, the permeability of the membranes was measured after physical and chemical 

cleaning. Table 4.2 summarizes the filtration resistances in MPBR and EK-MPBR. This 

measurement can help identify the dominant fouling mechanism and the contribution of different 

mechanisms in MPBRs. The membrane filtration resistances did not differ greatly between MPBR 

and EK-MPBR, with the exception of Rp, which was only 0.34% in MPBR and 7.99% in EK-

MPBR. 

Table 4-2 Compositions of membrane filtration resistances 

 𝑹𝒎(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 𝑹𝒑(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 𝑹𝒄(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 𝑹𝒕(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 
MPBR 0.176 (0.93%) 0.641(0.34%) 18.765 (98.73%) 19.01 (100%) 
EK-MPBR 0.183 (1.12%) 1.315 (7.99%) 14.955 (90.89%) 16.45 (100%) 

 

e f 
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4.3.4 Floc size distribution during the experimental period 

4.3.4.1 Floc size distribution of biomass in the suspension 

Particle size distribution is one of the factors affecting membrane fouling [30,31]. Figure 4.4 shows 

the changes in the size distribution of the biomass in EK-MPBR and MPBR over the experimental 

period. The particle size distribution indicates that under the electric field effect, a larger portion 

of small flocs in size range from 1 to 5-50 µm was observed in EK-MPBR, while in the 

conventional MPBR, there were limited and very small fractions of small flocs less than 5-50 µm.  

According to Figure 4.4 (a), the portion of smaller flocs increases over time to day 45 in EK-

MPBR. By day 59, a unimodal PSD was observed.  This might indicate that the change in trend 

may be observed over a longer operation time with a more significant effect on fouling.  In the 

conventional MPBR, however, biomass's steady-state particle size distribution was observed. 
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Figure 4-4 Particle size distribution of a) EK-MPBR, b) MPBR. 

4.3.4.2 Floc size distribution of the cake layer 

Figure 4.5 presents the PSD of the cake layer formed in EK-MPBR and MPBR. While in MPBR, 

a bimodal distribution was observed, the EK-MPBR showed polymodal distribution with a lower 

portion of larger flocs between 100-1000 µm. The volume of smaller particles (1-100 µm) in the 

cake layer of both MPBR showed a significant difference with a larger fraction of these smaller 

flocs in the cake layer of EK-MPBR. This was consistent with the observation of a larger fraction 

of small flocs in EK-MPBR biomass suspension.   
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Figure 4-5 Floc size of the cake layer 

 

4.3.5 Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and soluble microbial products (SMP) 

content  

Figure 4.6 shows the comparative study of SMP and EPS components with and without the applied 

electric field. The t-tests showed that the overall average of total SMP, protein and carbohydrate 

concentrations were comparable in the two reactors (p>0.05) (Figure 4.6 (a) vs. Figure 4.6 (b)). 

However, a significant difference in the total SMP was observed on the same operating day for 

different MBPRs. The total SMP content in the EK-MPBR was lower than that of the conventional 

MPBR at the same operating day (p <0.05) except for Day 37. As shown in Figure 4.6 (a) and (b), 

the electric field could lower the total SMP in EK-MPBR. Furthermore, the composition of the 

SMP with regards to the protein to polysaccharide ratio (PN/PS) was lower and remained relatively 

unchanged over the experimental period (25 ± 5 %) in EK-MPBR compared to MPBR. Unlike 

SMP, EPS was not alleviated by the electric field, as shown in Figure 4.6. (c) and (d). EPS is a key 
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factor for binding cells and enables them to attach to the surface [32]. The composition and the 

total amount of EPS were used as indicators of the membrane fouling potential [33,34]. The average 

of the total EPS in MPBR was comparable to EK-MPBR (p > 0.05), with proteins being the largest 

component of EPS in both MPBR and EK-MPBR over the whole experimental period. However, 

a relatively larger amount of total EPS was observed in the EK-MPBR, as compared to that of the 

conventional MPBR, on the same day (except for day 37 and 47, which had a similar amount of 

total EPS) (t-test, p <0.05). Furthermore, the PN/PS ratio in the EPS had a general trend of increase 

from 1.18 to 1.95 with experimental time in the EK-MPBR, while the PN/PS ratio in the EPS 

showed an opposite trend of change and decreased from 1.98 to about 1.4 over the experimental 

period.  
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Figure 4-6 Comparison of SMP and EPS components in EK-MPBR and MPBR. Values and error 
bars represent average and standard deviation from two technical replicate measurements (n = 2), 
respectively. 

 

4.3.6 The voltage changes vs. transmembrane pressure (TMP) 

To further study the effect of the electric field on the cake layer's formation, simultaneous 

monitoring of transmembrane pressure and voltage was monitored, as illustrated in Figure 4.7.  

 

Figure 4-7 Electrical potential and transmembrane pressure changes in EK-MPBR before and after 
cleaning on day 29. 

 

Phase A is the equilibrium phase between the electrolyte and the membrane. In this phase, the 

transmembrane pressure is almost constant (Figure 4.7 b). During phase B, the particles in the 
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suspension start to form a cake layer and the transmembrane pressure increases. In phase C, the 

voltage shows a stable trend (V=1.85 v). The transition between phases C and D was interrupted 

by technical issues with the power supply during the operation. Phase D demonstrates the voltage 

variation after the first physical cleaning (Day 29). 

 

4.3.7 Effect of electric field force   

In this study, DC electric field was applied continuously from the start of the experiment. 

Therefore, its influence on the attached particle and the membrane fouling was worth considering. 

Furthermore, the design of the membrane module aimed to improve the repulsion introduced by 

the cathode placed under the membrane. The cathode was placed inside the membrane module so 

that it could induce a repulsive force from the membrane toward the suspension. The algae biomass 

has a negative charge and will be repelled from the cathode and move toward suspension under 

the electric field effect. The movement of the particles toward the anode is in the opposite direction 

to the water pumped out through the membrane. This repulsive force caused by electrophoresis 

may have a similar effect to backwash. The equivalent backwash flux caused by the electrophoresis 

could be calculated below 

𝐽C8BDE8?F =
𝑄A
𝐴 = 3.6	 × 10G. 𝑣A																																																								(4.3) 

𝑣A =
𝜀𝜁
𝜇 	𝐸																																																																																																(4.4) 

𝐸 =
∆𝑈
𝑑 =

𝐼
𝜎𝐴																																																																																									(4.5) 

Where 𝐽C8BDE8?F is the electric force induced flux and equivalent backwash flux (𝐿 (𝑚2. ℎ)+ ), 𝑄A 

is the flow rate of permeate water (𝑚
1
𝑠+ ), 𝐴 is the effective surface area of the membrane (𝑚2), 

𝑣A is the electrophoretic velocity of charged particles (𝑚 𝑠⁄ ), 𝐸 is the electric field strength (𝑣 𝑚⁄ ), 

𝜁 is the zeta potential of the particles (𝑣), 𝜀 is the permittivity of the electrolyte(𝐹 𝑚+ ), 𝜇 is the 

viscosity of the permeate (𝑃𝑎. 𝑠), Δ𝑈	 is the applied voltage (𝑉), 𝑑 is the distance between the 

electrodes (𝑚), 𝐼 is the applied current (𝐴), and 𝜎 is the conductivity of the bulk solution (𝑆 𝑚+ ) 

[35,36]. 
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In the current study, the current was fixed at 0.004 A and the zeta potential in EK-MPBR was -27 

± 3.2 mv. The electrophoresis velocity in EK-MPBR was (1.45	 ± 0.2) × 10;H 		𝑚 𝑠⁄   , resulting 

in the equivalent backwash flux of (0.52	 ± 0.072)		𝐿 (𝑚2ℎ)+ . Given the permeation flux of 

(8.6	 ± 0.5)		𝐿 (𝑚2ℎ)+ , the equivalent backwash flux was approximately 6.5 % of the water flux. 

4.3.8 SVI and CST of the microalgae suspension 

The SVI is widely used to measure the MLSS settleability in wastewater treatment as an indicator 

of membrane fouling. At the average temperature of 25.7 ± 0.7 ◦ C for both reactors, EK-MPBR 

showed better settleability (SVI ≤ 100 ml/g) (Figure 4.8). The SVI decreased by 95% in EK-

MPBR.   

 

Figure 4-8 SVI over the experimental period 

 

CST is an indicator of the dewaterability of the floc and the filterability potential and a routine 

quantifying parameter in wastewater treatments and has recently been used in MPBRs as  

harvesting potential [37,38]. The factors affecting CST are floc size, the concentration of EPS and 
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its composition [39]. The other factor affecting CST is MLSS concentration. In order to exclude 

this factor, the CST of both reactors was measured at the MLSS range of 0.9-1.1 g/L and samples 

were diluted if necessary. According to Figure 4.9, the CST had a higher value in the conventional 

MPBR at the beginning of this study and then decreased to a lower value after day 7, as compared 

to that in the EK-MPBR. Under stable operation (after day 29), the CST had a significant higher 

value, as compared to that in MPBR (t-test, p <0.05, P=0.007), implying that the filterability of 

sludge in the EK-MPBR was poorer than that of the MPBR, under stable operation.  

 
Figure 4-9 Capillary suction time of the algal suspension in MPBRs. Values and error bars 
represent average and standard deviation from three technical replicate measurements (n = 3), 
respectively. 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Sludge properties 

A comparison between Figure 4.4 a and b shows a higher portion of smaller flocs, highlighting the 

presence of a bimodal distribution in EK-MPBR, in which another peak between 0.1 to 40 µm is 

seen. This is likely due to the deactivation of bacteria in the presence of an electric field and 

prevented agglomeration of the cells. With longer exposure and a unimodal particle size 

distribution could be a result of aggregation of small cells to form larger flocs. This cell 

agglomeration can be due to the increased total EPS over experimental time in EK-MPBR. By 

comparing Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.4 a, it can be concluded that with the increase in the size floc 

in EK-MPBR, the CST increased. This finding is in agreement with the earlier study that indicates 

that larger flocs correspond to long CST [26]. Generally, the larger flocs contain more bound water 

and longer CST value. Furthermore, the decreased dewaterability with the decreased floc size 

could show the effect of electroosmosis induced by the electric field in reducing the bound water 

from the flocs and, therefore, reducing CST value in EK-MPBR [20,40]. By comparing the floc size 

of EK-MPBR and that of the control, higher CST in the control MPBR could be expected as the 

portion of larger algal flocs is higher in MPBR compared to EK-MPBR. However, the 

contradictory trend observed from comparing CST and floc size can highlight the other 

contributors to CST value, which are MLSS concentration and total EPS in the two MPBRs. These 

controlling contributors support the declined dewaterability in EK-MPBR compared to MPBR. 

There has been also a relation between the lower protein content in MPBR compared to EK-MPBR 

which is in agreement with the study that indicates the lower humic acid substances and protein 

contribute to better filterability of algal flocs [41].  

As illustrated in Figure 4.8, the settleability of the algae was significantly improved in EK-MPBR 

(P <0.05). This could be due to the decreased bound water resulting in smaller and denser flocs 

under the electric field effect. With graphite sheet as an inactivate anode, the dominant 

electrochemical process involved in the settleability is electroflotation where the released oxygen 

gas around the anode carries the algal cells to the surface, which would interfere the settleability 

caused by gravity [42,43]. However, the decreased negatively charged polysaccharides in SMP 
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content seems to be a governing factor in neutralizing the algal flocs and better settleability of the 

algal flocs in EK-MPBR [20].   

4.4.2 Membrane fouling performance  

The membrane fouling in algal-related systems is affected by biomass characteristics such as 

particle size distribution and organic matter, such as SMP and EPS [44,45]. In EK-MPBR, however, 

the electric force is an additional contributor to the factors governing fouling. In order to better 

identify the membrane fouling performance in MPBRs, this discussion focuses on different periods 

of the cleaning frequency in each reactor. As represented in Figure 4.2, in EK-MPBR a physical 

cleaning cycle of 29 days was sufficient as opposed to in the MPBR without electricity, cleaning 

was required every 7 days. The less frequent cleaning in EK-MPBR suggests better and more 

persistent fouling repression and TMP evolution. It has been argued before that particle size 

distribution is one of the factors affecting fouling behaviour, with smaller particles leading to more 

fouling in membrane filtration systems [6,46]. The present study, however, partially confirmed the 

similar correlation between the size of the particles and fouling which is only seen in the first 29 

days of the experiment. From Day 1 to Day 29, before the first cleaning cycle, the increased TMP 

and its slightly steepened slope in the EK-MPBR corresponded with a higher percentage of smaller 

particles than in the control MPBR (Figure 4.4). This suggests that the smaller flocs and particles 

in EK-MPBR could be one of the main contributors to the greater TMP, as discussed earlier. The 

data in Table 4.1 also support the idea that the larger contribution of the pore blocking resistance 

is a result of smaller particles in EK-MPBR compared to those in MPBR. As such, it could be 

predicted that from Day 29 to the end of the experimental period, with increased portion of the 

smaller particles (Figure 4.4 (a)), the fouling in EK-MPBR may happen faster. The monitored 

lower TMP in EK-MPBR and simultaneously increased smaller particles, however, is in direct 

contrast to this prediction and, therefore, other factors such as SMP are involved in observing this 

behaviour. 

As shown in Figure 4.6 (a) and (b), the SMP component in the suspension was lower under the 

effect of the electric field, corresponding to less fouling frequency in EK-MPBR. The relatively 

constant SMP contents in the EK-MPBR could further explain the unchanged fouling trend and 

relatively unchanged cleaning cycle in EK-MPBR. Therefore, a positive correlation between the 
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fouling behaviour and the SMP was observed in this study. This agrees with other literature that 

SMP was highly correlated to the fouling rate [47-49]. It also may indicate that the electric field did 

not stimulate SMP production in EK-MPBR. This is in line with the results observed in the 

literature [50].  By comparing the protein and carbohydrate content in EK-MPBR and MPBR, it 

can be concluded that the protein content of the SMP was more affected by the electric field. This 

agrees with the observation of Corpuz et al. and Ding et al. [20,47] that the applied electric field 

lowered the protein content of the SMP [20]. The reduced protein content of SMP could be 

explained by the released oxidant in the biomass suspension, causing degradation and lower 

concentration of SMP.  

As mentioned earlier, EPS is one of the fouling precursors in MPBRs and determining cell-

membrane surface and cell-cell interactions (i.e., cake layer formation). According to Figure 4.6 

(c), on Day 27, EPS content in EK-MPBR was higher than MPBR, suggesting that the partially 

higher TMP in the first period (Day 0 - Day 29) is associated with the EPS content. The results for 

Day 37, Day 47, and Day 57 suggest that the relatively constant EPS resulted in the unchanged 

rate of fouling in EK-MPBR over the experimental period. However, in MPBR, fluctuation in EPS 

levels may cause different fouling rates related to higher EPS, resulting in faster cake layer 

formation on the surface of the membrane and, therefore, increased TMP (see Figure 4.6 (d) and 

Figure 4.2). The lower EPS content in MPBR may be due to contamination and the presence of 

bacteria in MPBR and, therefore, degradation of EPS by their activity [20]. On the other hand, the 

produced oxidant ions in EK-MPBR may have reduced the growth of bacteria in the contaminated 

suspension.  

Many studies have mentioned that the ratio of protein to carbohydrate (PN/PS) can be one of the 

main factors determining the rate of membrane fouling [20,51,52]. It is assumed that the higher 

PN/PS ratio of EPS corresponds to a faster fouling rate. In this study, however, the periods of 

higher PN/PS in EK-MPBR and MPBR were not in accordance with the higher fouling rate. This 

agrees with a study that PN/PS was not the main contributor to the fouling in MPBRs [53]. 

Furthermore, the composition of the SMP with regards to the protein to polysaccharide ratio 

(PN/PS) was lower and remained relatively unchanged over the experimental period (25 ± 5 %) in 

EK-MPBR compared to MPBR. Thus, the study of the fouling precursors when a low voltage 

electric field is applied is speculative and complex and requires further investigations [54].  
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4.4.3 EF contribution to the fouling behaviour 

The electric field can contribute to fouling via different mechanisms throughout the experimental 

run. Electroosmosis can be one of the mechanisms ascribed to reduce filtration resistance and 

better floc dewaterability [40]. Electroosmosis could be related to the formation of smaller flocs 

[27]. It has been argued before that the movement of bound water from the flocs due to 

electroosmosis can lead to decreased floc size and improved dewaterability of the flocs, which in 

turn can reduce the extent of fouling [55].The present study has confirmed this assumption and is 

in agreement with findings of others (e.g.[55])  in terms of floc shrinkage. Figure 4.4 indicates that 

the electroosmosis and applied electric field are related to the floc size distribution changes and 

comparably higher portion of smaller particles in EK-MPBR compared to the control MPBR. 

However, as shown in Figure 4.9, the induced electrophoresis adversely affected the dewaterability 

potential of the flocs and increased CST in EK-MPBR. The presence of large EPS and higher 

MLSS, on the other hand, contributes to different extents to the dewaterability and fluctuation 

during the experiment [20,40]. It appears that both EPS and MLSS concentration had a positive 

correlation with the increased CST and reduced dewaterability potential. Therefore, it seems that 

the effect of electrophoresis on dewaterability was complex and changed over the experimental 

period. 

Another possible electrokinetic phenomenon accounting for the reduced TMP is electrophoresis. 

The movement of charged particles towards the opposite electrode can repel the flocs from the 

surface of the membrane [56]. The electrostatic repulsion of the charged particles and possibly 

increased hydrophobicity due to lower PN/PS of SMP in EK-MPBR would cause changes in the 

movement of the particles [56]. Therefore, it is expected that the electrophoresis phenomena 

induced by the electric field can contribute largely to the fouling mitigation by preventing the 

initial cell adhesion to the membrane surface and then cake layer surface. The results indicate that 

the accumulation of the particles on the surface of the membrane and, therefore, TMP was reduced 

as result of this electrophoretic phenomena.  The finding of this study confirms the observation of 

other groups [20,56].  The observation of smaller flocs on the surface of the membrane (in the cake 

layer) can also be attributed to this phenomenon (Figure 4.5). The visual observation of the cake 
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layer shown in Figure 4.3 can further verify the difference between the cake layer formed in EK-

MPBR (thinner cake layer) and MPBR (thicker cake layer).  

The backwash flux was calculated as an electrophoresis induced flux as explained in section 4.3.8 

and is a governing electrophoretic phenomenon. While the equivalent backwash flux was not 

significant (6.5 % of the water flux), the continuous electrophoretic force and its effect on 

membrane fouling should not be ignored. The lower TMP in EK-MPBR especially after the first 

physical cleaning on Day 29, and the relatively constant voltage during the operation can suggest 

that the induced backwash (back movement of colloids and sludge flocs) could lower the fouling 

rate in EK-MPBR. 

The cake layer, as a result of the backwash, could be loosely bound to the surface of the membrane 

and could be removed easily by the shear force of aeration [36]. While the contribution of 

electrophoresis is small compared to aeration, studies show that its effect on the formation of the 

thin and loosely attached cake layer and therefore lower TMP is one of the main mechanisms in 

electric field assisted fouling control [35,36]. Thus, it seems likely that the stabilizing effect of the 

electric field on TMP trend can be related to the backwash flux. Furthermore, the trend in observed 

voltage change after the first physical cleaning in EK-MPBR may be may align with these 

observations( Figure 4.7). It can be seen that a stable voltage in phase D was reached faster than 

in the previous phases. The shortened duration of reaching this stable voltage can suggest that the 

cake layer was largely removed by the physical cleaning and loosely attached to the membrane. 

This agrees with the finding of other laboratory investigations [36].  

Although these electrokinetic phenomena associated with mitigated fouling in this study agree 

with other studies in electro-assisted MPBRs [20,57], further investigation by measuring the mass 

accumulated on the surface of the electrodes and in-situ monitoring of the cake layer formation 

could reveal more information.    

4.4.4 Fouling development  

As outlined in Table 4.1, the dominant resistance in both MPBR and EK-MPBR is attributed to 

the formation of the cake layer, among which EK-MPBR had lower cake resistance by 7.84 %. As 

shown in Figure 4.4, in EK-MPBR the portion of smaller particles (in a size range from 1 to 100 

µm) is higher than in MPBR. Furthermore, the particle size distribution of the cake layer presents 
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the smaller flocs formed in the cake layer.  This can suggest the role of electrostatic repulsion 

between the particles that may have an inhibitory effect on the accumulation of the flocs on the 

surface of the membrane and the development of larger flocs in the cake layer (Figure 4.4 PSD of 

the cake layer).  This inhibitory effect of electrostatic repulsion on the cake layer formation agrees 

with the observation of other studies [58,59]. 

In EK-MPBR, the pore blocking resistance was more significant than MPBR and was the second 

contributor to the membrane resistance (Table 4.1). This could also be attributed to the higher 

portion of smaller flocs during the experimental period (Figure 4.4 (a)). Pore blocking is generally 

the initial stage of fouling in membrane systems. Instantaneous reduction in particle size and faster 

TMP increase over the first 29 days may explain the faster fouling development in EK-MPBR 

compared to MPBR.  

The lower fouling rate in EK-MPBR can also be attributed to the inhibitory effect of the electric 

field on the excess growth of bacteria in the algal suspension [20]. This lowered bacterial 

contamination under the effect of the electric field can lead to less floc formation and slow down 

the cake layer formation on the surface of the membrane. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 provide 

evidence of the smaller floc formed in EK-MPBR both in the suspension and on the surface of the 

membrane. Furthermore, the lower SVI and enhanced settleability can also contribute to the lower 

fouling rate in EK-MPBR (Figure 4.8).This agrees with the result reported by Shadi Hassan that 

argues that electrokinetic process reduced the fouling rate by improving floc settleability and 

changing the density [60]. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The addition of a low-voltage electric field as a fouling mitigation technique could lower the 

cleaning frequency by 50% in EK-MPBR compared to MPBR. The physical cleaning cycle was 

of 29 days was sufficient in EK-MPBR whereas shortened cleaning cycle of 7 days was needed in 

the control MPBR. The results also highlight that the electric field contributed broadly to reduced 

fouling, spanning from affecting particle size distribution to the concentration of fouling precursors 

(EPS and SMP). Electrophoresis, electroosmosis and electrochemical reaction are possible 

mechanisms to explain the reduced fouling potential in EK-MPBR. The reduced total SMP and its 

protein content resulted from the applied electric field contributed greatly to the less fouling in 
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EK-MPBR. The electrophoresis induced flux was another contributor to the fouling mitigation in 

EK-MPBR. Furthermore, the properties of the cake layer, such as thickness and filterability, 

differed in EK-MPBR and MPBR. Less cake layer resistance and the formation of smaller flocs in 

EK-MPBR improved the filterability of the cake layer.   Overall, the results suggest that the low-

voltage electric field was effective for fouling alleviation. The electrically-assisted fouling control 

developed in this study is expected lower the operational cost of MPBR as a result of controlled 

fouling that is a major cost of MPBRs operation and can have implication in treating real municipal 

wastewater.   
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Chapter 5 Effects of solid retention time on the biological 

performance of a novel electrokinetic-assisted membrane 

photobioreactors (EK-MPBR) 

Abstract 

Electro-phycoremediation is a relatively novel approach to control eutrophication and water 

pollution. This study aims to investigate the effect of solid retention time (SRT) on the biological 

performance of novel electrokinetic-assisted membrane photobioreactor (EK-MPBRs) in treating 

synthetic municipal wastewater using microalgae Chlorella vulgaris. The influence of SRT 

variation, 40, 20, and 10 days, has been studied on microalgae properties and its nutrients (N and 

P) removal efficiencies by utilizing three lab-scale EK-MPBR. Two EK-MPBRs operating with 

SRTs of 40 and 20 days were run in parallel for 80 days, followed by another EK-MPBR operating 

at SRT of 10 days for 45 days. A low voltage direct current (current density: 0.261 A/m2) was 

supplied continuously throughout the operation. Mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) 

concentration, productivity, chemical oxygen demand (COD), floc morphology, and total 

phosphorus (TP) and total nitrogen (TN) removals were measured during the experimental periods. 

The comparison of the results revealed that SRT of 10 days had superior performance in terms of 

nutrient removal along with having the highest biomass productivity (0.055±0.02 g/L.d). All three 

EK-MPBRs showed relatively similar phosphorus removal (>96.7 %). Shortened SRT improved 

TN removal efficiency by approximately 10 % and 7 % for SRT of 10 days compared to SRT of 

40 and 20 days, respectively. In conclusion, the SRT of 10 days was the optimum SRT among 10, 

20, and 40 days of SRTs.   

Keywords: Membrane photobioreactor, Solid retention time, Phycoremediation, Nutrient 

removal, Electrokinetic 
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5.1 Introduction 

Water eutrophication is a problem which is gaining global attention as it adversely affects the 

ecosystem and is defined as excessive nutrients in water caused by water bodies [1]. The 

application of algae and biological treatment has become a promising technique for water and 

wastewater treatment due to its low environmental impact and cost [2,3] This technique, which is 

called phycoremediation, has been investigated by researchers in treating a wide range of 

wastewaters [3,4]. The Membrane photobioreactor (MPBR), as a subset and an advanced technique 

of phycoremediation, has been widely studied in terms of nutrient removal efficiency and 

simultaneous microalgae cultivation [5].  The produced biomass can be used as biofuel as well as 

in food and other industries [6-9]. Some studies on MPBRs focused on enhancing biomass 

production [10,11]. Operational parameters such as hydraulic retention time (HRT) have been found 

to be effective in improving biomass production. A relatively new approach for growth stimulation 

uses electric field and has been studied mostly in batch experiments[12]. A pulse electric field 

applied could increase the growth rate of the microalgae and biomass production[6,13]. 

Electrotechnology has also been effective in microalgae downstream processing such as harvesting 

and protein extraction [14-16]. There are few studies, however, that examined the effect of a 

continuous electric field on microalgae production in a MPBR [17].  

Membrane performance is the other determining factor of MPBR efficiency. Membrane fouling is 

a bottleneck and a major limitation in the application of MPBRs. There are some studies 

investigating the influence of factors in fouling mitigation in MPBRs. The ratio of nutrients in the 

feed, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, was found to influence membrane fouling[18]. Integrating 

cold plasma and biological approaches such as quorum quenching have also been investigated to 

remedy the fouling in MPBRs [19,20]. Another recent approach in fouling mitigation in biological 

wastewater treatment is electro-phycoremediation. Combining electrochemical processes and 

biological wastewater treatment has shown to be effective in mitigating membrane fouling [21-23]. 

However, as of writing this paper, there is only one published study examining electro-

phycoremediation in MPBRs [ 23]. Moreover, that MPBR was utilized both bacteria and algae as 

their biomass. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on microalgae 

production and electro-phycoremediation in an MPBR.  
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Other factors affecting MPBR performance, such as membrane configuration and type, 

temperature, wastewater type and operational parameters, including solid retention time (SRT), 

have been investigated and reported [24,25]. However, the combined effect of SRT with 

electrokinetic-assisted MPBR has remained a gap in this area and is the focus of this study.  

The present research aims to investigate the effect of SRT on biological performance and nutrient 

removal of electrified membrane photobioreactors (EK-MPBR). Three EK-MPBRs were run with 

corresponding SRTs of 10, 20, and 40 days using the microalgae C. vulgaris. Over the 

experimental period of 80 days for SRTs of 20 and 40 and 45 days for the SRT of 10, nitrogen and 

phosphorus removal from synthetic municipal wastewater in conjunction with biomass 

productivity were analyzed and compared. The performance of these relatively novel MPBRs is 

compared with other few studies in EK-MPBRs and other conventional MPBRs without electric 

field [17,23].  

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Chemicals and microalgae  

The chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Merck, Germany). Synthetic municipal 

wastewater was prepared based on the composition reported in the previous procedure and is 

summarized in Table 5.1 [17].  

Table 5-1 Composition of synthetic municipal wastewater 

Water Quality Index Average value (g/L) 
Nitrogen 0.025±0.002 

Phosphorus 0.0035±0.0003 
COD < 0.01 

Compound  
NaCl 0.0025 

MgSO4.7H2O 0.082 
CaCl2.2H2O 0.005 
FeSO4.7H2O 0.02490 
ZnSO4.7H2O 0.00044 
MnCl2.4H2O 0.00022 

Na2MoO4.2H2O 0.00126 
CuSO4.5H2O 0.00039 
CoCl2.6H2O 0.00041 

NH4Cl 0.09553 
KH2PO4 0.01537 
NaHCO3 0.3 
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Pre-culture microalgae Chlorella vulgaris was performed by continuous aeration and 

photoautotrophically at room temperature. The microalgae strain (CPCC 90) was purchased from 

the Canadian Phycological Culture Centre (University of Waterloo, ON, Canada). The modified 

mineral salt medium (MSM) with the following concentration and composition in 1 litre of 

solution was used to cultivate the microalgae: 0.66 g NH4 Cl, 0.625g Mg SO4, 0.1105 g 

CaCl2.2H2O, 0.1142 g H3BO3, 0.0498 g FeSO4.7H2O, 0.0882 ZnSO4.7H2O, 0.0144 g 

MnCl2.4H2O, 0.0118 g Na2MoO4.2H2O, 0.0157 g CuSO4.5H2O, 0.004 g CoCl2.6H2O, 0.64 g 

EDTA-2 Na.2H2O, 0.6247 g KH2PO4, 1.3251 g K2HPO4. The chemicals were added to the DI 

water prepared in the lab. The cultivation continued for 45 days to reach the desired concentration 

of 1.7 g/L of dried biomass. 

5.2.2 Configuration and operational parameters 

One configuration of EK-MPBR was used for all three bioreactors in this study: The MPBRs were 

composed of a transparent cylindrical poly (methyl methacrylate) tank. The working volume of 

the reactors was 10 L each and two flat sheet polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (one on 

each side of the membrane module) with a nominal pore size of 0.1 µm. Stainless steel meshes 

were placed inside the membrane module and as a support of the membranes. The graphite sheet 

cathodes were placed outside the module facing the membranes. A continuous DC electric field 

was applied to the microalgae over the experimental period in all three EK-MPBRs at the current 

density of 0.261 A/m2 using a DC power supply (B & K precision’s, 132 Taiwan). The influent 

was semi-continuously added the EK-MPBRs using peristaltic pump (Model 77122-12, Mas-110 

Masterflex®C/L®PWR, Cole-Parmer, USA). A level sensor 109 (LC40, Flowline Inc., USA) was 

used in each MPBR to maintain the level of the suspension. The permeation pumps were operated 

with the intervals of 3-min-on and 2-min-off modes for permeation and relaxation, respectively, 

to control membrane fouling. The reactors EK-MPBR 40 and 20 were operated for 80 days, and 

the SRT of 10 was operated for 45 days. Hydraulic retention time (HRT) was kept constant for all 

three EK-MPBRs. Over the experimental periods, HRT was kept constant by controlling the flux 

(8.5 L/m2h). Off-line cleaning was performed when the transmembrane pressure (TMP) reached 

30 kPa using tap water to remove the fouling layer. The basic parameters of the membrane module 

and the operating conditions are summarized in Table 5.2.   
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Table 5-2 Operating conditions of EK-MPBRs 

Membrane module  EkMPBR10 EK-MPBR20 EK-MPBR40 
Total membrane surface area 

(m2)  0.03 0.03 0.03 

Membrane materials  Polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) 

Polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) 

Polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) 

Membrane type  Flat sheet Flat sheet Flat sheet 
Mean membrane pore size 

(µm)  0.1 0.1 0.1 

Operational Parameter     
Working volume 

(L)  10 10 10 

Temperature 
(◦ C)  25.93 ± 0.4 25.32 ± 0.96 24.81 ± 1.15 

pH  8.76 ± 0.87 7.55 ± 0.95 7.72 ± 0.94 
Aeration rate 

(L/min)  2.16±0.10 2.16±0.10 2.16±0.10 

Illumination intensity 
(lux)  8400 8400 8400 

Voltage gradient 
(V/cm)  0.62±0.02 0.62±0.02 0.62±0.02 

Current density 
(A/m2)  0.261 0.261 0.261 

Electrodes surface area 
(m2)  0.015 ± 0.008 0.015 ± 0.008 0.015 ± 0.008 

Electrodes distance 
(m)  0.03 0.03 0.03 

HRT 
(d)  2.5 2.5 2.5 

SRT 
(d)  10 20 40 

5.2.3 Instrumentation and methods 

TMP was continuously monitored by a pressure gauge (Omega, Korea) installed in-line in the 

pathway of the pathway connected to the membrane. Daily measuring of dissolved oxygen (DO), 

pH and temperature were conducted using a DO meter (Model 407510, Extech, 142 USA), a pH 

meter (pH 700, Oakton, USA) and a thermometer, respectively. 

The particle size distribution was determined by a Malvern Mastersize 2000 instrument 

(Worcestershire, UK) with a detention range of 0.02-2000 μm. Each sample was measured in 

triplicate with the constant laser obscuration range of 0.1-0.4 %. The structural observation of the 

algal cell was carried out by an Inverted microscope (Olympus IX51, 160 Japan). The samples 
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were dropped onto a slide, followed by dispersion with a cover slide, and the pictures were taken 

randomly using a digital camera. 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) was measured using the standard method [26], and total nitrogen 

(TN), and total phosphorus ( TP) were measured by spectrophotometry using the alkaline 

potassium persulfate digestion-UV and ammonium molybdate spectroscopy method, respectively 

[27]. 

MLSS was determined using a standard method [28] and biomass productivity was calculated 

accordingly [29]: 

r-	 = X ×
Q/0123
V =

X
SRT (5.1) 

where, 𝑟𝑥 indicates biomass productivity (mg/L.d); X is the average biomass concentration ( g/L), 

Q waste is the reactor biomass wasting rate (L/d), and V is its working volume (L). 

5.2.4 Statistical analysis 

Determination of statistical difference between corresponding data was performed using a two-

sample t-test, with a significance level of 0.05 (P=0.05). The null hypothesis is rejected if P < 0.05 

and the values are considered statistically different in this case.  

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Effects of SRT on biomass production of EK-MPBRs 

Biomass concentration variations over the experimental period are illustrated in Figure 5.1. Two 

EK-MPBRs with SRT of 40 and 20 were run in parallel for 80 days, followed by another run of 

SRT of 10 for 45 days (phase 2). The initial MLSS concentration for all three EK-MPBRs was 1.7 

± 0.2 g/L and continued to decline toward stable condition. This decline is due to the lower biomass 

growth rate compared to the waste taken daily from the reactors. As SRT defines the amount of 

waste and therefore the concentration of biomass in the reactors, the longer SRT results in more 

biomass concentration in the reactors. As shown in Figure 5.1, SRT of 40 days exhibited more 

MLSS concentration than SRT of 20 and 10 days over the experimental period (1.62 ± 0.25, 0.84 

± 0.2, and 0.50 ± 0.07 g/L, respectively for SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days). 

Both reactors with SRT of 40 and 20 days reached a stable operation on Day 40, whereas the steady 

state was shortened to 15 days with SRT of 10 days. Although the stable condition was interrupted 
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by technical issues on days 42 and 53 in the reactors with SRT of 40 and 20 days, they were able 

to recover their concentration after two days. The other reason for MLSS fluctuation is the mixing 

condition, which was insufficient for the charged algal biomass, especially in higher MLSS 

concentrations. As the algal biomass acquires more charge under the applied electric field, they 

are prone to attach to the wall of the reactors, making the common mixing methods insufficient in 

the long run. For SRT of 10 days, however, the lower MLSS concentration and shortened SRT 

helped maintain the concentration consistent over the experimental period. 

 

Figure 5-1 MLSS concentration of EK-MPBRs with SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days over the 
experimental period. Values and error bars represent average and standard deviation from two 
technical replicate measurements (n = 2), respectively. pH value and temperature of the algal 
suspension was around 8 and 25 ° c, respectively.  

In addition, the biomass productivity of MPBRs, when stable conditions are reached, is 

summarized in Table 5.3. According to this table, SRT of 20 and 40 showed comparable 

volumetric biomass productivity of 0.043 ± 0.017 g/L.d ( P = 0.44). This value, however, is 

significantly higher for the SRT of 10 days and increased to 0.055 ± 0.02 g/L.d (P = 0.003). The 

results indicate that the productivity was adversely affected by the prolonged SRTs of 40 and 20 

days, and the optimum SRT was found to be 10 days. This could be due to the self-shading 
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phenomena and lack of nutrients, both of which happen when the biomass concentration in the 

bioreactors increases [30,31]. High biomass accumulation inside the reactors with longer SRTs 

could inhibit microalgae growth by preventing them from receiving enough light. This agrees with 

a study investigating the role of SRT on the biomass productivity of Scenedesmus obliquus [32]. 

The other contributing factor to the higher productivity of SRT of 10 days could be the greater 

abundance of nutrients for algal biomass compared to SRT of 40 and 20 days. With the same feed 

concentration, the portion of the feed to algal cells is higher in SRT of 10 compared to SRT of 20 

and 40 days.  

 

Table 5-3 Comparison of the results of treating synthetic wastewater using Chlorella Vulgaris 

SRT 

(d) 

HRT 

(d) 

MLSS 

(g/L) 

Biomass 

productivity 

(g/Ld) 

TN removal 

(%) 

TP removal 

(%) 

Type of 

reactor 

Ref. 

10 2.5 0.50 ± 0.07 0.055 ± 0.02 33.07 ± 4.13 98.29 ± 0.3 EK-MPBR This study 

20 2.5 0.84 ± 0.2 0.043 ± 0.017 21.44 ± 0.8 97.93 ± 0.1 EK-MPBR This study 

40 2.5 1.62 ± 0.25 0.043 ± 0.007 18.98 ± 1.12 96.70 ± 0.03 EK-MPBR This study 

30 2.5 0.97 ± 0.2 0.032 ± 0.025 43 ± 2 97.98 ± 0.02 EK-MPBR [17] 

- - 0.60 ± 0.46 - 65.60 97.22 E-MPBR [23] 

21.1 2 1.524 0.06 80.6 89.2 MPBR [10] 

Note: The average values of MLSS and effluent pollutants (TN and TP) concentration, as well as the removal 
efficiency, were measured in duplicate and calculated from the data of the last two 10 days for each phase. The data 
are represented as mean ± standard deviation. 

5.3.2 Effects of SRTs on nutrients removal of EK-MPBRs 

The nutrients removal of MPBRs over the experimental periods is presented in Figures 5.2 and 

5.3. The N and P concentrations in the feed were maintained constant at 25 ± 2 mg/L and 3.5 ± 0.3 

mg/L, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the nitrogen concentration in the effluent decreased 

initially in SRT of 40 and 20. Starting from day 11, however, both SRTs of 40 and 20 days showed 

higher TN concentration in the effluent with some fluctuation and stabilized gradually to an 

average value of about 20.25 ± 0.23 and 19.64 ± 0.6 mg/L on day 40, respectively. The initial 

lower nitrogen concentration in the effluent in the first 10 days of operation can be attributed to 

the higher MLSS concentration in these reactors. Similarly, at SRT of 10, the stabilized TN 

concentration of about 12.58 on day 21 indicated a relation between TN concentration in the 
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effluent and stabilized MLSS on the same day. The average TN removal efficiency of the last ten 

days of operation was 33.07 ± 4.13, 21.44 ± 0.8, and 18.98 ± 1.12 %, for SRT 10, 20 and 40 

respectively. While the SRT of 20 and 40 days were comparable in terms of nitrogen removal 

efficiency (P = 0.3), SRT of 10 days showed significantly higher nitrogen removal compared to 

SRTs of 40 and 20 days (P<0.05). The highest TN removal in SRT of 10 might be attributed to 

higher cell growth and productivity in the reactor.  
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Figure 5-2 Total nitrogen concentration and removal efficiency of EK-MPBRs, (a) for SRT of 40 
days (b) for SRT of 20 days (c) for SRT of 10 days. Values and error bars represent average and 
standard deviation from two technical replicate measurements (n = 2), respectively. 

As shown in Figure 5.3, total phosphorus concentration in the effluent was stabilized on Days 53, 

35, and 18 in MPBRs with SRTs of 40, 20, and 10, respectively. The average effluent TP 

concentration for the last ten days of the operation was 0.11 ± 0.003, 0.0723 ± 0.004, and  0.063 ± 

0.01 mg/L for SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days, respectively. Overall, all three SRTs showed a good 

phosphorus removal of about 97 %, in which the highest rate accounted for SRT of 10 days, as 

opposed to the lowest recorded for SRT of 40 days. The better removal efficiency seen in the SRT 

of 10 days, could be due to better biomass productivity and young cells that are metabolically more 

active than other cells [33].   

However, this difference in phosphorus removal efficiency for the three EK-MPBRs was 

negligible and not statistically significant (P = 0.11), implying that SRT had little influence on 

total phosphorus removal.  This agrees with the other studies claiming that SRT’s influence on 

nutrient removal efficiency is weak compared to other operational parameters, such as HRT 

[29,34,35]. Moreover, the MLSS concentration in the reactors did not eliminate the phosphorus 

uptake. This could imply that other phosphorus removal mechanisms were possible contributors 

to phosphorus uptake. When the electric field is taken into consideration, the major assimilation is 

attributed to the electrochemical oxidation [23]. It is argued that under the electric field, 

electrochemical reactions around the electrodes are significant contributors to phosphorus removal 

in MPRBs [17,23]. As such, the phosphorus removal appeared independent of MLSS concentration 

and SRT. Elemental analysis further supports the nutrient removal efficiency of the EK-MPBRs. 

As summarized in Table 5.2, SRT of 10 days could assimilate more nitrogen and phosphorus in 

the feed and exhibited more nitrogen and phosphorus concentration in the biomass cells as 

compared to SRT of 20 and 40 days.  
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Figure 5-3 Total phosphorus concentration and removal efficiency of EK-MPBRs, (a) TP removal 
efficiency for SRT of 40 days (b) TP removal efficiency for SRT of 20 days (c) TP removal 
efficiency for SRT of 10 days. Values and error bars represent average and standard deviation from 
two technical replicate measurements (n = 2), respectively. 

 

Table 5-4 Elemental compositions of biomass  

 Carbon 
(%) 

Nitrogen 
(%) 

Sulphur 
(%) 

Phosphorus 
(mg/g MLSS) 

EK-MPBR, SRT 10 
 

33.54±0.63 5.03±0.09 0.33±0.017 19.8 ± 0.47 

EK-MPBR, SRT 20 
 

30.1825±0.11 4.59±0.11 
 

0.255±0.11 
 

17.45 ± 0.41 

EK-MPBR, SRT 40 
 

31.5725±0.78 
 

4.52±0.28 
 

0.3575±0.07 
 

14.32 ± 0.34 
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Figure 5-4 Average COD concentration of the EK-MPBRs in the last 10 days of the operation. 
Values and error bars represent average and standard deviation from three technical replicate 
measurements (n = 3), respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 shows the changes in COD concentration in the effluents of EK-MPBRs with different 

SRTs. Based on the results, it can be seen that COD was not affected by SRTs. This agrees with 

the study by Zhang et al. [36] that SRT was revealed to have little impact on COD removal. The 

COD reduction in the reactors can be attributed to other factors such as electrochemical reactions 

and released oxidants such as hydrogen peroxide and the thickness of the biofilm formed on the 

membrane surface [17,23]. All three EK-MPBRs successfully meet the effluent mg COD/L standard 

of discharge according to European Directive COD (<125 mg/L)[37].  

In summary, EK-MPBRs were shown to be capable of removing COD and nutrients from synthetic 

municipal wastewater. The average TN removal of the last ten days of the experiments was 

calculated as 33.07 ± 4.13, 21.44 ± 0.8, and 18.98 ± 1.12 % for SRTs of 10, 20, and 40 days, 

respectively. Correspondingly, TP removal was found to be 98.29±0.3, 97.93 ±0.1, and 96.70±0.03 
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%) for SRTs of 10, 20, and 40 days, respectively. In comparison to conventional MPBRs, all three 

EK-MPBRs showed significantly higher phosphorus removal and lower nitrogen removal 

efficiency (Table 5.1). This is due to the different mechanisms of removal in regard to nitrogen 

and phosphorus suggesting the electric field had a negative effect on nitrogen adsorption by the 

algal cells [23].   

 5.3.3 Effects of SRTs on floc morphology 

Figure 5.5 shows the microscopic images of the suspension in the EK-MPBRs taken on the last 

day of the run. The objective of this observation is to investigate the effect of SRT on the 

morphological aspects of the algal cells.  As represented in Figure 5.5, the floc size of particles in 

SRT of 10 is smaller compared to SRT 20 and 40. The PSD distribution of the flocs further 

supports this difference in the floc sizes for the suspension in the EK-MPBRs (Figure 5.6). As 

shown in Figure 5.6, PSDs of all three EK-MPBRs were multimodal with different distributions. 

At SRT of 10 d, the algal flocs were distributed with a sharp peak, mainly ranging from 1 to 100 

µm. At SRTs of 20 and 40, however, the main portion of flocs are in the range of 100 to 1000 µm. 

The images suggest that bacterial contamination is higher in SRTs of 40 and 20, as the larger flocs 

of 200 to 1000 µm could be evidence of the presence of the agglomerated algal cells by bacteria, 

due to microalgal-bacterial symbiosis. At SRT of 10, however, there were almost no bacteria 

(Figure 5.5 (c)). The higher portion of small flocs and young cells could also explain the greater 

biomass productivity compared to the longer SRTs. 
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Figure 5-5 Microscopic images representing the morphology of C. vulgaris in (a) EK-MPBR SRT 
of 40 days, (b) EK-MPBR SRT of 20 days, (c) EK-MPBR SRT of 10 days taken on the last day 
of the experimental period. 
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Figure 5-6 Initial and final particle size distribution of the floc suspension in EK-MPBRs (a) SRT 
of 40 days (b) SRT of 20 days (c) SRT of 10 days. 
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The joint microscopic and PSD results suggest that for SRTs of 40 and 20 days, with the same 

microalgal consortium, the increase of SRT from 20 to 40 led to a reduction in the number of larger 

flocs. This reduction was more noticeable in SRT of 40 days compared to that of SRT of 20. This 

could be due to the higher MLSS concentration in the suspension in EK-MPBR with SRT of 40 

days with almost the same amount of nutrient as in SRT of 20 days resulting in competition for 

algal and bacterial communities and, therefore, inhibitory effect of this competition on bacterial 

growth. Furthermore, increased MLSS could improve the chance of cell breakage induced by 

electrophoretic movements [17].  At SRT of 10, however, the portion of individual algal cells was 

dominant. This could be attributed to the less self-shading inside the reactor caused by the smaller 

MLSS concentration, which promoted the growth of the algae in SRT of 10. Another possible 

mechanism could be the stronger electrophoretic movements for smaller particles which increase 

the chance of cell breakage in lower concentrations.  

 

5.4 Conclusion 

Three modified membrane photobioreactors with the incorporation of low voltage DC electric field 

and Chlorella vulgaris were studied with the variation in SRT. In this novel study, the biomass 

production and the nitrogen and phosphorus removal efficiency of EK-MPBRs were determined.  

SRT of 10 days provided better biomass productivity along with improved nutrient removal 

compared to SRT of 20 and 40 days. SRT variation, however, showed negligible impact on COD 

removal. The electric field increased the portion of small flocs over the experimental period for all 

three EK-MPBRs caused by the breakage of the cells introduced by electrophoresis.  
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Chapter 6  Effects of solid retention time on the membrane 

performance of a novel electrokinetic-assisted membrane 

photobioreactor (EK-MPBR) 

 

Abstract 

The effect of solid retention time (SRT) on the fouling behaviour of electrokinetic-assisted 

membrane photobioreactors (EK-MPBR) was examined in this study. Three SRTs (10, 20, and 40 

days) were studied in treating synthetic municipal wastewater using microalgae Chlorella vulgaris. 

SRTs of 40 and 20 were run in parallel for 80 days, followed by another run of SRT of 10 days for 

45 days. A similar fouling trend was observed in SRTs of 10 and 20 days, while SRT of 10 days 

had no fouling within the first 40 days of operation and had lower pore blocking despite a higher 

portion of smaller flocs. SRT of 40 days had 75 % more fouling than SRT of 20 days. While SRTs 

correlated with the fouling precursors, such as soluble microbial product (SMP) and extracellular 

polymeric substances (EPS), to a different extent, it was found that it had little correlation with 

fouling as a result of the abundance of these precursors in the suspension. The low voltage direct 

current applied electric field (4 mA) appeared to affect the particle size of the biomass suspension 

and, thus, contributed mainly to the fouling prevention of EK-MPBRs with different SRTs. 

Backwash flux resulting from the applied electric field was calculated and contributed to a greater 

extent in the SRT of 10 days compared to the prolonged SRT of 20 and 40 days. In summary, SRT 

of 10 and 20 showed similar and much better membrane performance than that of SRT of 40 days 

in EK-MPBRs. Biomass concentration, the zeta potential of flocs, and electrophoretic force played 

a significant role in membrane fouling of EK-MPBRs. 

Keywords: Membrane photobioreactor, Solid retention time, Electrokinetic, Membrane fouling 
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6.1 Introduction 

By combining a membrane separation unit with microalgae cultivation, membrane photobioreactor 

(MPBR) has emerged as one of the promising wastewater treatments and phycoremediation 

techniques. MPBRs utilize microalgae or microalgal biomass to intake nutrients from wastewater. 

This leads to the moderation of nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus, the main pollutants of 

the wastewater discharges. Compared to other biological wastewater techniques, MPBRs provide 

better nutrient removal and simultaneous microalgae production [1,2]. Despite the advantages of 

MPBR over conventional wastewater treatment systems [3,4], membrane fouling remained a 

drawback in utilizing MPBRs. Some techniques have been studied and developed to control 

fouling in MPBRs, such as quorum quenching, controlling solid retention time (SRT) and nutrient 

compositions  [5-7]. Utilizing an electric field to control fouling is a relatively recent approach, 

especially in MPBRs.  

 

Electrical approaches such as electrocoagulation and electrooxidation under the electric field have 

shown great potential for fouling mitigation due to their low operational cost compared to other 

fouling control methods [8,9]. A recent study has demonstrated the advancement of electric-assisted 

fouling control in MPBRs [10]. They observed improved nutrient removal and reduced fouling rate 

in MPBRs with an applied electric field. In addition to this literature, another group used Chlorella 

vulgaris as biomass and observed better nutrient removal and fouling control than the control 

MPBR [11]. However, this field has the potential to further improve the performance of EK-

MPBRs in terms of fouling control and nutrient removal. Furthermore, a combination of factors 

such as SRT and electric field and their effect on fouling control has not been investigated yet.   

 

This study incorporated a novel electrified MPBR (EK-MPBR) design and studied the effect of 

different SRTs on the fouling behaviours of EK-MPBRs. Microalgae Chlorella vulgaris was used 

to treat synthetic municipal wastewater. The performance of EK-MPBRs with three different SRTs 

of 10, 20, and 40 was compared and is reported in this literature. Furthermore, the effect of 

electrophoresis and electroosmosis on the fouling inhibition was investigated in the current study 

to further examine the potential of the electrified MPBRs as a promising wastewater treatment 

technique.  
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6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 EK-MPBR set-up and operation 

Three lab-scale electric-assisted membrane photobioreactors (EK-MPBRs) were constructed for 

treating synthetic municipal wastewater using graphite as an anode and stainless steel mesh as a 

cathode. A detailed schematic diagram of the experimental set-up of EK-MPBR was provided in 

our previous publication [11]. The effective volume of the reactors is 10 L, where the membrane 

modules were submerged. A direct current (DC) electric field was applied during the operation 

through a modified design of the conventional MPBR. The cathode, and stainless steel sheets were 

placed underneath the membrane to provide support and current simultaneously. The graphite 

sheets, or anode, were placed facing the membrane on each side of the membrane module at a 

distance of approximately 0.03 m. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) flat sheet membranes with a 

pore size of 0.1 µm were utilized and placed on both sides of the membrane module between the 

cathode and anode. The microalgae strain was freshwater Chlorella Vulgaris (CPCC 90) purchased 

from the Canadian Phycological Culture Centre (University of Waterloo, ON, Canada). The pre-

cultured microalgae were cultivated in a modified mineral salt medium (MSM), according to the 

literature[12]. Two aeration stone was placed under the membrane module to deliver CO2 to the 

microalgae and help to mix the suspension and fouling prevention. The overall aeration intensity 

in each EK-MPBR was 2.2 ± 0.05 L/min. The hydraulic retention time (HRT) was kept constant 

through the permeation flux of approximately 8.5 L/m2h for the three EK-MPBRs during the entire 

experimental period. The solid retention time (SRT) was the variable of this study and was kept at 

40, 20, and 10 during the operation of the EK-MPBRs for 80, 80, and 45 days, respectively. When 

the transmembrane pressure (TMP) reached at about 35 kPa, physical cleaning was performed to 

maintain the flux. At the end of each run, physical cleaning followed by chemical cleaning was 

conducted to measure each membrane module’s filtration resistance of each membrane module.  

 

6.2.2 Membrane filtration evaluation 

Membrane filtration resistance was calculated based on Darcy’s law as the following equations 

[13]: 

𝑅 =
∆𝑃
𝐽𝜇 																																																																																																																																								(6.1) 
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𝑅@ = 𝑅= + 𝑅A + 𝑅B 																																																																																																																				(6.2) 

 

Where, ∆𝑃 is the transmembrane pressure (kPa), 𝐽 is the permeate flux (L/m2.h), 𝜇 is the dynamic 

viscosity of the permeate (Pa.s), and 𝑅 is the membrane resistance (m-1); 𝑅@ , 𝑅=, 𝑅A,	and 𝑅B are 

total resistance to filtration, virgin membrane, pore blocking, and cake layer resistance, 

respectively.  

At the end of each run, 𝑅@, the total resistance, was calculated based on the final permeability and 

transmembrane pressure in the EK-MPBR. 𝑅B	 and 𝑅A	 can be obtained by measuring the 

permeability of the membrane after physical and chemical cleaning, respectively. 𝑅=  was 

measured before the start of the experiment using tap water through the virgin membrane [13]. 

 

6.2.3 Particle size distribution (PSD) 

Malvern Mastersize 2000 instrument (Worcestershire, UK) was used to determine the particle size 

distribution of the mixed liquor. The samples were automatically measured in triplicate with a 

detection range of 0.02-2000 µm.  

 

6.2.4 Quantitative and qualitative analysis of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and soluble 

microbial product (SMP) 

Lowry’s method was carried out to measure protein content in SMP and EPS using BSA as the 

standard [14]. The carbohydrate content in SMP and EPS with glucose as standard and the Gaudy 

method was also used [15]. The proteins and carbohydrates were normalized as the sum of protein 

and carbohydrate as total EPS and SMP.  

 

The extraction method of EPS was the modified method used in literatures and is described as 

follows [16-18]. The microalgal suspension was centrifuged at 4400 xg for 15 min. The supernatant 

was filtered through a 0.45 µ filter and collected as SMP. The pellet was then added to 25 ml of 

1.5 M NaCl at 30◦C for one hour, followed by centrifugation at 10000 x g for 15 min. The filtered 

supernatant (0.45 µ filter, Nitrocellulose filter paper (Merk, Ireland)) was collected as EPS and 

was further analyzed for protein and carbohydrate measurements.  
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6.2.5 Sludge volume index (SVI) and zeta potential  

SVI was tested according to APHA 21st Edition [19]. The zeta potential of the flocs was measured 

by using a NanoBrook ZetaPlus (Brookhaven, USA). Samples were diluted in 1 mM KCl solution. 

Each sample was triplicated by the instrument to confirm the zeta potential value. Zeta potential 

was calculated according to Smoluchowski’s equation [20].  

 

6.2.6 Statistical analysis 

The comparison of SMP and EPS at different SRTs was performed using an analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). If P<0.05, the difference is considered statistically different.  

 

6.3 Results 

In this section, the parameters affecting membrane performance and fouling, including 

transmembrane pressure (TMP), flux, particle size distribution (PSD), and fouling precursors such 

as EPS and SMP were measured in replicate are presented.  

 

6.3.1 Membrane fouling performance 

Figure 6.1 represents the time-course monitoring of TMP and flux for the three EK-MPBRs. The 

development of TMP over time is an indicator of the fouling of the membrane and the EK-MPBRs 

represented different fouling development. Between days 1 to 10, attributed to the initial fouling 

stage, EK-MPBRs with SRT of 20 and 10 showed relatively similar patterns, during which SRT 

of 10 days showed a slightly sharper TMP increase). SRT of 40 days, however, exhibited earlier 

and sharper fouling in the same period. After day 11 and the initial TMP increment, SRT of 40 

showed much faster fouling compared to the other two EK-MPBRs. A slight increase in TMP (low 

fouling rate) with experimental time was observed for SRT of 20 days, while no fouling was 

observed for SRT of 10 days within the first 40 days of operation. The first phase of physical 

cleaning happened on day 11 in SRT of 40 as opposed to day 74 in SRT of 20. More frequent and 

diverse rate of fouling has been observed in SRT of 40 which suggests more sever fouling in SRT 

of 40 compared to SRT of 10 and 20 days. The shortened SRT of 20 and 10 days, showed less 

frequent fouling in a way that the physical cleaning of 74 days was sufficient for SRT of 20 days 

and no fouling occurred during the operation of SRT of 10 days for the first 40 days. Fouling 
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started to develop after day 40 for SRT of 10 days. The different fouling behaviours of the EK-

MPBRs under different SRTs could be explained by the changes in MLSS concentration, sludge 

properties, and electrophoretic phenomena, which will be investigated in the preceding sections.   

 

Figure 6-1 Membrane flux and TMP over the experimental period. 

 

6.3.2 Optical image of the cake layer 

As presented in Figure 6.2, the optical image of the cake layer formed on the membrane surface 

for each EK-MPBR was visually different in terms of colour and thickness. The pictures were 

taken at the end of experimental periods from the cake layer formed on membrane surface. The 

cake layer formed in EK-MPBR with SRT of 40 days showed thicker and greenish cake layer 

formation compared to the other two reactors.  
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Figure 6-2 Optical image of the cake layers on the membrane surface on the last day of the 
operation in EK-MPBRs with SRTs of a) 40 days b) 20 days c) 10 days d) cake layer of the fouled 
membrane for SRT of 40 days before the first physical cleaning on day 12 e) cake layer of the 
fouled membrane for SRT of 20 days taken on day 74. 

 

6.3.3 Resistance of membrane filtration 

The permeability of the membranes were measured at the end of each run and after physical and 

chemical cleaning. The results are summarized in Table 6.1 for all three EK-MPBRs. This 

measurement aims to identify the contribution of different fouling mechanisms, such as pore 

blocking and cake/gel layer formation. The membrane resistance in SRT of 40, 20, and 10 days 

was greatly different in values. However, as the final TMP in the MPBRs were different, the direct 

a b c 

d e 
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evaluation and comparison of the values is not recommended and should be with regard to the 

contribution and dominant mechanism in each EK-MPBR.  In terms of the contribution of the 

resistances, all three SRTs revealed cake/gel layer formation as the major contributor to the total 

resistance among which SRT of 40 days showed the highest gel/cake layer filtration resistance. 

SRT of 10 days showed the lowest pore clogging filtration resistance as compared to SRT of 20 

and 40 days.   

Table 6-1 Compositions of membrane filtration resistances 

  𝑹𝒎(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 𝑹𝒑(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 𝑹𝒄(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 𝑹𝒕(× 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟐	𝒎$𝟏) 

R40 0.39 (2.56%) 2.54(16.81%) 12.18 (80.63%) 15.11 (100%) 

R20 0.38 (2.87%) 0.96 (7.24%) 11.91 (89.89%) 13.25 (100%) 

R10 0.36 (7.7%) 0.3 (6.15%) 4.03 (86.15%) 4.67(100%) 

 

6.3.4 Particle size distribution (PSD) of biomass in the suspension 

Particle size distribution (PSD) as a factor determining membrane fouling rate was measured and 

presented in Figure 6.3. As shown in this Figure, the development of PSD over the experimental 

period differed as SRT was shortened. The EK-MPBRs with SRT 40 and 20 were started with a 

relatively identical biomass consortium and showed a unimodal PSD with the major portion of 

particles being in size range of 110 to 1000 µm. Both EK-MPBRs of SRT 40 and 20 days showed 

a change from unimodal to polymodal distribution at the end of the experiment. A comparison 

between the two EK-MPBRs shows that PSD at SRT of 40 days showed that the prolonged SRT 

from 20 to 40 days led to a greater portion of small particles with the size range of 2 to 70 µm. At 

SRT of 10 days, however, the initial biomass consortium appeared to be different with regard to 

the size with, an observed bimodal distribution on day 1. SRT of 10 days showed a gradual change 

with the dominancy of the particle with a size ranging from 20 to 80 µm. SRT of 10 days had a 

significantly larger portion of smaller flocs in PSD as compared to that of SRT of 20 and 40 days. 

As for all three EK-MPBRs, the operation and the electric field increased the portion of smaller 

particles over the course of the experiment.  
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Figure 6-3 Particle size distribution of EK-MPBRs a) SRT of 40 days, b) SRT of 20 days and c) 
SRT of 10 days. 

6.3.5 Floc size distribution of the cake layer 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the PSD of the cake layer in EK-MPBRs for SRT of 40, 20, and 10 days. All 

three EK-MPBRs showed polymodal distribution among which SRT of 40 days showed a larger 

portion of smaller particles between 1 to 10 µm. The volume of middle range particle sizes (50-

200 µm) of SRT 10 days was relatively higher. On the other hand, the cake layers from SRT of 20 

and 40 days had a larger portion of larger flocs (approximately 500-1000 µm). This observation 

further supports the PSD of biomass as represented in Figure 6.3 (a and b).  
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Figure 6-4 Floc size distribution of the cake layer for EK-MPBRs with SRTs of 10, 20, and 40 
days. 

 

6.3.6 Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and soluble microbial products (SMP) content 

A comparable EPS and SMP content were observed at SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days. In all three 

reactors, total SMP content decreased under the applied electric field starting on day 5 and 

continued to decline until day 12 after which the fluctuation was observed in both reactors. The 

overall total SMP, protein and carbohydrate for the SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days were not 

statistically different based on ANOVA (P = 0.06). The average total SMP for SRTs of 40, 20, and 

10 days was 7.07 ± 0.06, 7.15 ± 0.06, and 10.7 ± 2.92 mg/L, respectively. Since the reactors with 

SRTs of 40 and 20 days were run in parallel, the same day comparison of total SMP was performed 

and showed comparable concentration throughout the experimental period of 80 days (P = 0.97). 

The ratio of protein to carbohydrate (PN/PS) remained relatively constant during the experiment 

(0.86± 0.35, 1.15 ±0.65, and 3.47 ± 0.94 for SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days (P > 0.05). On the 

contrary, total EPS results revealed that despite comparable EPS concentration at SRTs of 40 and 

20 days, the difference between EPS at SRT of 10 and that of the prolonged SRTs of 20 and 40 
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was statistically significant (P < 0.05). The variation of EPS with SRTs is represented in Figure 

6.5.  The overall EPS concentration for SRTs of 40, 20 and 10 days was 10.22 ± 1.07, 11.76 ± 2.6, 

and 21.27 ± 4.43 mg/g MLSS, respectively. Furthermore, protein was the dominant component of 

EPS in all three SRTs for almost the entire operational periods.  The same day comparison of total 

EPS for SRTs of 40 and 20 showed comparable results throughout the run (P=1). The average 

PN/PS of the last 10 days of the operations were 1.48 ± 0.6, 0.85 ± 0.24, and 3.84 ± 1.48 for SRTs 

of 40, 20, and 10 days, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.6 (c), the protein concentration and the 

ratio of PN/PS significantly changed during the operation of EK-MPBR with SRT of 10 days (P 

<0.05). 
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Figure 6-5 SMP composition of EK-MPBRs with SRTs of a)40 days b)20 days c) 10 days. Values 
and error bars represent average and standard deviation from two technical replicate measurements 
(n = 2), respectively. 
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Figure 6-6 EPS composition of EK-MPBRs with SRTs of a)40 days b)20 days c) 10 days. Values 
and error bars represent average and standard deviation from two technical replicate measurements 
(n = 2), respectively. 

 

6.3.7 Voltage changes vs. transmembrane pressure (TMP) 

The voltage changes could also be an indicator of cake layer formation and fouling of the 

membrane. Thus, the time-course monitoring of the voltage was recorded and presented in Figure 

6.7.  
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Figure 6-7 Voltage and TMP variation in EK-MPBRs. 

The equilibrium phase occurred at approximately day 2 at SRT of 40 days and day 7 at SRT of 20 

and 10 days. The average voltage for SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 days was 2.23, 2.28 and 2.00 v, 

respectively. The next phase, during which the cake layer started to grow on the membrane surface 

and caused TMP increase occurred on day 32, 22, and 18 at SRTs of 10, 20 and 40 days, 

respectively. After physical cleanings, the voltage dropped and continued to increase with the 

formation of a new cake layer. At SRT of 40 days, the trend of voltage variations after physical 

cleanings (days 11, 50, and 73) differed each time. Both SRTs of 40 and 20 days encountered 

technical issues that led to power interruption on days 36 and 75. 

6.3.8 Backwash flux and electric field affect 

By introducing an electric field to the biomass, the particles will acquire a more negative charge 

and repel from the surface of the membrane, which is also negatively charged. This phenomenon, 

which is called electrophoretic movement, is in the opposite direction of permeate being pumped 

through the membrane. Since the electric field was continuously applied, the effect of 

electrophoresis and backwash flux is studied to quantify the potential effect of electrophoresis in 
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the fouling control. The electrophoresis induced flux could be calculated based on the following 

formulas. 

𝐸 =
∆𝑈
𝑑 =

𝐼
𝜎𝐴																																																																																									(6.3) 

𝐽C8BDE8?F =
𝑄A
𝐴 = 3.6	 × 10G. 𝑣A																																																								(6.4) 

𝑣A =
𝜀𝜁
𝜇 	𝐸																																																																																																

(6.5) 

 

Where E is the electric field strength (𝑣 𝑚⁄ ), Δ𝑈 is the voltage	(𝑉), 𝑑 implies the distance between 

the cathode and anode (𝑚) , 𝐼  is the current (𝐴) , and 𝜎  is the conductivity of the biomass 

suspension(𝑆 𝑚+ )  [17,21]. In the second and third equations, 𝑣A  is the electrophoretic velocity 

(𝑚 𝑠⁄ ), 𝜁 is the zeta potential of the particles (𝑣), 𝜀   is the permittivity of the electrolyte	(𝐹 𝑚+ ), 

𝜇 is the viscosity of the permeate (𝑃𝑎. 𝑠), 𝐽C8BDE8?F is the electrophoretic equivalent of backwash 

flux (𝐿 (𝑚2. ℎ)+ ), and 𝑄A is the flow rate of permeate water (𝑚
1
𝑠+ ).  

In this study, the applied current was kept constant at the value of 0.004 A, and the average zeta 

potential for SRT of 40, 20 and 10 days was -25.0 ± 4.7, -23.5 ± 5.2, and -28.71 ± 8.5 mv, 

respectively. The calculated electrophoretic velocity at 25 ◦ c and backwash flux is calculated and 

summarized in Table 6.2. 

Table 6-2 Electric field parameters and backwash flux in EK-MPBRs 

 𝚫𝑼 
(𝒗) 

Zeta potential 
(mv) 

𝒗𝒑(× 𝟏𝟎$𝟕) 
(𝒎/𝒔) 

 

𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒔𝒉 
(𝑳 (𝒎𝟐𝒉)I ) 

𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒔𝒉
𝑸𝒑

 

(%) 
SRT 40 days 2.23 -25.0 ± 4.7 1.67 ± 0.28 0.60 ± 0.01 6.9 ± 0.01 
SRT 20 days 2.28 -23.5 ± 5.2 1.61 ± 0.31 0.58 ± 0.02 6.7 ± 0.02 
SRT 10 days 2.00 -28.71 ± 8.5 1.78 ± 0.54 0.64 ± 0.34 7.4 ± 0.04 

  

As represented in Table 6.2, SRT of 10 days had higher zeta potential and, thus, better potential 

backwash flux. While the repulsive force for SRTs of 20 and 40 were fairly similar, the repulsive 
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force caused by the electric field on each side of the membrane module led to 0.7 % and 0.5 % 

higher backwash flux in SRT of 10 days compared to that of SRT of 20 and 40 days, respectively. 

Since this effect is continuous, it can have a major influence on membrane fouling and is worth 

considering [17]. 

6.3.9 Sludge volume index (SVI) 

SVI is a widely used settleability potential of the biomass and an indicator of the fouling potential. 

In order to measure this index, biomass suspension of EK-MPBRs was analyzed for SVI 

measurement at room temperature (25.7 ± 0.7 ◦ c).  The results are presented in Figure 8.  For all 

three EK-MPBRs, the applied electric field improved the settleability of the biomass. EK-MPBRs 

with SRTs of 40 and 20 days showed almost similar and better settleability compared to SRT of 

10. SRT of 40 days showed an overall better settleability for nearly the entire operation except for 

days 35 to 45 and the end of operation, even with a higher biomass concentration. The shortened 

SRT to 20 and 10 days which interfered the settleability improvement caused by the electric field.  

 

Figure 6-8 Sludge volume index over the experimental period. 
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6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Sludge properties 

As presented in Figure 6.3, the overall SRT of 10 days exhibited a higher portion of smaller flocs 

as compared to SRTs of 20 and 40 days. Larger flocs with a size range of >100 µm, which can be 

attributed to the presence of bacteria and contamination in biomass, remained high, whereas their 

percentage declined at SRTs and 40 and 20 days. It is well accepted that the prolonged SRT 

promotes the existence of bacterial contamination in the microalgae suspension and further 

supports the observation of a higher portion of large flocs at SRTs of 40 and 20 days compared to 

that of SRT of 10 days [22]. In addition, the significant decrease in the range of floc size at SRT of 

10 days could be due to more influence of the applied electric field on the biomass inside the 

reactors at a younger age. It has been argued that the electric field could inhibit the bacteria's 

growth and prevent cell agglomeration [11]. The relatively higher value of zeta potential at SRT of 

10 days could be related to the more influence of the electric field at SRT of 10 days and, therefore, 

lower bacterial contamination. Furthermore, the electrostatic repulsion between the cells would 

increase with the increased surface charge, which is presented as zeta potential (𝜁). The higher 

absolute value of 𝜁  could prevent the algal cell agglomeration and the formation of larger flocs. 

The positive correlation between the average zeta potential value and the magnitude of reduction 

in the portion of flocs at SRTs of 20 and 40 days are further aligned with the effect of zeta potential 

in preventing cell agglomeration. The fraction of PN/PS in EPS is a major contributor to the surface 

charge of the flocs [23], indicating that higher zeta potential at SRT of 10 days might be due to the 

higher PN/PS ratio (3.84 ± 1.48) compared to that of SRT of 20 (0.8 ± 0.24) and 40 days (1.48 ± 

0.6). This agrees with the finding of Shadi Hassan et al.[24].  

The particle size range of 1 to 100 µm could represent individual cells. In all three EK-MPBRs, 

this portion increased due to the applied electric field. It has been argued that the electrokinetic 

phenomena would reduce the size of the algal cells due to the electrophoresis and electroosmosis 

phenomena that will be discussed further[10].The comparison of the initial line graphs in Figure 

6.3  reveals that an SRT of 10 days recorded a higher portion of small flocs at the beginning 

compared to that of SRTs of 20 and 40 days. This relatively different initial condition can also 

contribute to the higher percentage of smaller cells (1 to 100 µm) at an SRT of 10 days.  
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The comparative graph (Figure 6.8) represents the settleability of the flocs in relation to SRTs. 

Both sets of SRT of 40 and 20 days showed better settleability compared to the shortened SRT of 

10 days even at a higher MLSS concentration. This could be due to the lower ZP value of longer 

SRTs of 40 and 20 days compared to 10 days of SRT.  

 

6.4.2 Membrane fouling performance  

In addition to the factors affecting membrane fouling in MPBRs such as PSD, SMP and EPS, EK-

MPBRs can be studied in terms of the change of these precursors under the electric field effect 

[25,26]. In addition, this study focuses on the impact of SRTs on the fouling formation in EK-

MPBRs. As shown in Figure 6.1, TMP development varied for different SRTs, among which SRT 

of 40 days showed the fastest fouling rate. For the entire operating time of 80 days for SRTs of 40 

and 20 days, the cleaning cycle was required significantly less frequently, from three to only once, 

with a shortening SRT from 40 to 20 days, respectively. The initial fouling stage in SRT of 40 

days could be attributed to the first stage of fouling which is pore blocking and happens within the 

first few days of the operation. The presence of a higher volume of smaller flocs in SRT of 40 days 

compared to SRT of 20 days could lead to faster fouling development in SRT of 40 days. This 

finding has confirmed the study of others (e.g. [27] that particle size distribution is a significant 

contributor and can be used to indicate the rate of membrane fouling). A comparison between the 

PSD in Figure 6.3 (a), (b), and (c) further highlights the relationship between the portion of smaller 

flocs (< 100 µm) and the rate of fouling development. As shown in this Figure, a higher tendency 

for fouling growth was observed in SRT of 10 days, as compared to SRT of 20 days in the first 

few days of operation, containing more smaller flocs in the suspension. However, a contradictory 

trend between PSD and fouling development has occurred between SRT of 40 days and 10 days, 

in which the higher percentage of small individual cells (< 100 µm) in SRT of 10 days did not 

cause more severe fouling in SRT of 10 days and during the stage of pore clogging. In order to 

explain this difference in the trend, other underlying factors affecting fouling in EK-MPBRs 

should be considered, such as MLSS concentration. Despite particle size, MLSS concentration is 

another governing factor contributing to membrane fouling [2]. The higher biomass concentration 

at SRT of 40 days compared to the shortened SRTs of 20 and 10 days can explain faster fouling 
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development during the operational period. This agrees with the finding of Zhang et al. [27] that 

the higher biomass concentration leads to more fouling in MPBRs.  

Followed by pore blocking phenomena, cake/gel layer formation happens that is affected by 

factors such as SMP and EPS. As shown in Figure 6.5, the SMP component of the biomass varied 

with SRTs as SRT of 10 days, having slightly higher overall SMP content in all three SRTs. It is 

clear that introducing an electric field reduced the SMP component, especially in the first few days 

of operation. In addition to the effect of applied current, SMP appeared to be hardly affected by 

SRT changes, and the overall SMP remained comparable. This agrees with the finding of others 

that SMP is a minor contributor to the fouling under the applied electric field [10,11] .As such, a 

slightly higher average SMP at SRT of 10 days (3 mg/L higher compared to SRT of 20 and 40 

days) might not significantly affect the TMP increase. However, a positive correlation has been 

observed between the TMP increase and total SMP concentration. For instance, the higher SMP 

concentration on days 42, 80 and 60 aligned with the higher TMP on the exact days in SRT of 40 

days. Moreover, the gradual increase in SMP component at SRTs of 20 and 10 days shows a direct 

correlation between TMP and SMP increase. This agrees with the finding of other literature [22,28]. 

EPS is another fouling precursor affecting cells' binding and cell-membrane attachment (i.e. 

formation of gel/cake layer). The comparable average total EPS at SRTs of 20 and 40 days and yet 

different fouling development rates could suggest that EPS was not the major contributor to the 

fouling, and other fouling mechanisms should be considered. As shown in Figure 6.6, the highest 

value of total EPS was observed at an SRT of 10 days, while the TMP development at this SRT 

revealed little correlation between EPS content and fouling development. This agrees with the 

finding of Shadi et el., where the observed adverse correlation between EPS and the membrane 

fouling in an electrified MBR [24]. In addition, the comparison between EPS content of SRTs of 

20 and 40 days can suggest that despite the time difference in SRT, the average EPS content was 

comparable. At SRT of 10 days, however, the shortened SRT appeared to affect total EPS 

significantly by 80 % compared to SRT of 20 days and 100 % compared to SRT of 40 days. The 

prolonged SRT revealed the effect of SRT in increasing EPS protein (EPSp) content respective to 

the increased SRT, especially during the last days of operation and reaching stable conditions. 

However, the electric field appeared to be effective in removing EPS carbohydrate (EPSc), 
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especially during the first few days of operation, where EPSc was reduced by 64 % at SRT of 40 

days, 73 % at SRT of 20 days, and 78 % at SRT of 10 days. The lowest ratio of PN/PS in EPS was 

observed at SRT of 20 days, while the highest was accounted for SRT of 10 days, and the nonlinear 

correlation between this value and SRT can suggest that the study of the EPS effect on fouling 

behaviour when an electric field is applied is complex and requires further investigations.  

 

6.4.3 EF contribution to the fouling behaviour 

The two main mechanisms electric field can contribute to the fouling control are electroosmosis 

and electrophoresis [24]. Electroosmosis can remove the bound water around the cells and make 

them smaller, reducing the specific resistance of the membrane formed by the cake layer [29]. This 

study agrees with this statement and shows the shrinkage of the cells in all SRTs of 40, 20, and 10 

days (Figure 6.3). Despite SRT, all three EK-MPBRs showed more portions of smaller particles 

at the end of the operational period, which can be attributed to electrophoresis.   

As shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, despite a higher portion of small particles (<100 µm) at 

SRT of 10 days, the less of them were found in the cake layer compared to SRT of 40 and 20 days, 

meaning that they were more easily repelled from the membrane by the electric field, which is 

called electrophoresis, due to the smaller floc size and more negatively zeta potential. 

Electrophoresis is a movement in that charged particles move towards the opposite electrode. As 

both algal cells and the membrane are negatively charged, it can be estimated that the particles 

would move toward graphite sheets located outside the membrane module. The magnitude of this 

electrophoresis depends on various parameters such as particle size and zeta potential [24]. The 

magnitude of backwash flux was higher for SRT of 10 days compared to fairly similar backflush 

flux at the other two sets of SRT of 20 and 40 days (Table 6.2). As such, the less pore blocking 

(Table 6.1) can suggest the more significant effect of electrophoresis and the associated backwash 

flux at SRT of 10 days. Although the backwash flux contribution compared to the total flux was 

negligible, studies have found the impact of backwash flux in forming loosely attached and highly 

permeable cake layers as a result of electrophoretic movement on the surface of the membrane[17]. 

As shown in Figure 6.7, after each physical cleaning at SRT of 40 days, the voltage becomes stable 

faster compared to the beginning of the experimental period, which can further support the loosely 
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attached, probably thinner cake layer under the continuous effect of the electric field. This is in 

accordance with the observation of other literature [11,17]. 

SRT of 40 and 20 days had almost the same composition in terms of the size of the flocs forming 

the cake layer in Figure 6.4 except for the portion of particles with the size of approximately 600 

µm. This higher portion of the large flocs can be attributed to the age of the cake layer and the 

frequency of the cake layer formed on the surface of the membrane, which was the highest among 

other SRTs.  

Electrophoretic mobility is also affected by biomass viscosity. Sludge volume index (SVI) can be 

used as an indicator of the viscosity of the flocs as the higher viscosity would attribute to higher 

settleability [30]. The SVI values for all three EK-MPBRs are presented in Figure 6.8. Both SRTs 

of 40 and 20 days showed relatively similar settleability potential during the stable phase (day 30 

onward), implying almost the same viscosity. SRT of 10 days, however, exhibited less and 

unstable settleability potential.  

This can suggest the presence of flocs with less viscosity in SRT of 10 days remain suspended 

during the settlement time. This coagulation potential can be beneficial in fouling prevention and 

is affected by both zeta potential and the size of the cells [24]. It is well believed that larger particles 

can lead to faster settlement. Given the distinctively highest portion of smaller particles at SRT of 

10 days and having the highest value of zeta potential can explain the lower viscosity and, as a 

result, higher electrophoretic mobility at SRT of 10 days compared to the other SRTs. It can be 

estimated that an SRT of 10 days can show less fouling and better membrane fouling in the long 

run, as compared to that of SRT of 40 days. 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

In EK-MPBR, SRT contributed differently to the fouling behaviour, depending on MLSS 

concentration and the size of the flocs. The fastest fouling was observed in SRT of 40 days, with 

the highest pore blocking and cake layer formation, as compared to the other two EK-MPBRs. 

SRT of 10 days exhibited similar fouling behaviour to SRT of 20 days but with no obvious 

membrane fouling during the first 40 days of operation except for the TMP jump in the first few 
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days operation due to less pore blocking and more repulsive electrophoresis force at SRT of 10 

days. Electric filed contributed nonlinearly with SRT changes and, consequently, influenced 

fouling patterns differently based on the size and EPS component of the algal cells. In summary, 

shorter SRTs (10 and 20 days) had a lower fouling rate as compared to the prolonged SRT of 40 

days. Biomass concentration, the zeta potential of flocs, and electrophoretic force played a 

significant role in controlling membrane fouling in EK-MPBRs. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work 

 

7.1 Conclusions  

Electro-phycoremediation is a newly developed technique that has proven to be effective in 

improving nutrients removal from wastewater. Furthermore, the integration of an electric field 

with the membrane separation process was able to successfully mitigate membrane fouling issues 

and increase the membrane’s lifetime. The incorporation of a low voltage electric field with a 

membrane photobioreactor (MPBR) using Chlorella vulgaris as biomass is a novel approach that 

has been developed and investigated in this literature.  This thesis focuses on the effect of an 

electric field on the biological performance of the microalgae Chlorella vulgaris and compares the 

membrane performance in an electrokinetic-assisted membrane photobioreactor (EK-MPBR) with 

a control MPBR. In addition, the effect of solid retention time (SRT) on the biological and 

membrane performance of EK-MPBR in treating synthetic municipal wastewater was studied.  

Low voltage electric field influenced nitrogen and phosphorus removal efficiency. Over 50 % 

more phosphorus removal was seen in the EK-MPBR compared to the control MPBR, which could 

be due to electrochemical reactions around the electrodes. Lower nitrogen removal in EK-MPBR, 

however, shows interference with the nitrogen removal mechanism of microalgae induced by the 

electric field. Smaller flocs and lower pH were observed in EK-MPBR which might lead to a 

change in the growth mechanism of the microalgae.  Comparable biomass production was 

achieved in EK-MPBR compared to the control MPBR.  

 The applied electric field impacted the fouling behaviour and membrane performance of EK-

MPBR. Improved sludge settleability and less fouling were observed in EK-MPBR compared to 

MPBR. The fouling and cleaning frequency was lowered by 50 % in EK-MPBR compared to the 

control MPBR. The cake layer resistance was lower in the EK-MPBR while more pore blocking 

occurred in EK-MPBR compared to the control MPBR. The smaller flocs contributing to this more 

pore blocking could be attributed to the cell shrinkage caused by the electrophoretic movements 

under the electric field effect. The contribution of other fouling precursors such as SMP and EPS 

revealed that the SMP component was reduced in EK-MPBR which could explain less fouling. On 
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the other hand, the electric field and the electrochemical reactions led to lower contamination and, 

therefore, fewer bacteria and EPS concentration in the algal biomass. In summary, the study 

showed that electric fields could contribute to the fouling precursors to a varying extent and their 

attribution to the membrane performance.    

In EK-MPBR, variation of SRT had little impact on the phosphorus removal efficiency while the 

nitrogen removal was improved by shortening SRT from 40 days to 20 and 10 days. Shortening 

SRT from 20 to 10 days was also beneficial to biomass productivity despite the relatively similar 

productivity of SRT of 20 and 40 days. The higher biomass productivity could be due to higher 

nutrients to biomass ratio in SRT of 10 days compared to that of SRT of 40 and 20 days. COD 

removal was hardly affected by SRT variation in EK-MPBR and the discharge standard was met 

regardless of SRT changes. PSD and microscopic images of biomass in EK-MPBRs show that 

changes in the size of the algal cells and agglomeration are in correlation with SRT.  

Furthermore, SRT impacted membrane fouling by changing the particle size, zeta potential of the 

flocs, and biomass concentration. SRT of 40 days had more fouling with a higher cake layer and 

pore blocking resistance when compared to the relatively similar fouling behaviour observed in 

SRTs of 20 and 10 days. Reducing the SRT from 20 to 10 days was found to have little correlation 

with the fouling pattern, as both SRTs exhibited similar patterns of TMP increase and fouling 

behaviour in the first 45 days. The electric field appeared to impact EK-MPBRs depending on their 

biomass properties and size. The effect of the electric field on repelling the particles from the 

membrane surface was quantified as backwash flux which showed better efficiency with smaller 

particles in a lower concentration of algal biomass. In summary, the combination of interrelated 

factors in electrified membrane photobioreactors suggests that SRTs of 10 and 20 days were 

beneficial in controlling the membrane fouling in EK-MPBRs.  

In summary, electro-phycoremediation is a promising technology to improve phosphorus removal 

from synthetic municipal wastewater. It is also effective in enhancing biomass production along 

with controlled fouling of the submerged membrane. The modified design of the electrokinetic-

assisted membrane photobioreactors could effectively improve the membrane performance of EK-

MPBR compared to a control MPBR. Phosphorus removal was significantly higher compared to 

the conventional MPBRs while nitrogen removal interfered with the applied electric field. The 

SRT variation in EK-MPBRs contributed differently to the membrane and biological performance. 
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EK-MPBRs are in their early stage of development and more studies are required to address the 

challenges in this area and its implication for industrial application. In this thesis, the modified 

design was better able to alleviate fouling, but there is still room for further improvement in 

nitrogen removal. However, this research can help promote membrane-assisted wastewater 

treatment technologies with controlled membrane fouling.  

7.2 Future work 

EK-MPBR is a recently developed technology for simultaneously removing the nutrients (N and 

P) and microalgae production integrated that utilizes an electric field. Despite the advantages of 

this technology over conventional MPBRs, such as controlled fouling and better phosphorus 

removal, some challenges need to be studied and overcome further as the application of the electric 

field and its contribution to the performance of MPBRs is complex and requires further 

investigation. To date, this is the first study that examines the effect of low voltage DC electric 

field in treating synthetic wastewater in MPBR using Chlorella vulgaris. While the modified 

design of the MPBR was able to eliminate the membrane fouling in the current study, further 

modifications could be investigated to improve the mixing condition in the reactor. The effect of 

electrode material in improving nutrient removal could also be a focus of further studies in this 

area.  

Currently, both continuous and intermittent electric field has been studied in electrokinetic-assisted 

MBRs. However, the combination of the intermittent electric field with an MPBR has not been 

investigated yet. Research in this area could lead to further optimization of this technique with 

regard to energy cost and efficiency. Aeration intensity and illumination optimization are other 

factors that can contribute to the energy optimization of EK-MPBRs.  

 

The effect of HRT and nitrogen to phosphorus (N/P) ratio in the feed is worth studying as they are 

proven to be effective in MPBR performance. However, the integration of electrokinetic 

phenomena with phycoremediation has made this field complex and a thorough investigation of 

the interrelated factors and the relationship between them need to be considered for future studies.    
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One of the challenges in MPBRs is their effectiveness in treating real wastewater with higher 

concentrations of nutrients compared to synthetic municipal wastewater. Further studies on the 

assessment of EK-MPBRs with various type of wastewater should be investigated. Such research 

could bridge the gap between the laboratory and industrial implications of this recent field.  

 

Electric fields can contribute differently to the mechanisms of nitrogen and phosphorus removal. 

To date, there are limited studies to investigate the removal efficiency of the electrified microalgae 

Chlorella vulgaris in an MPBR on a molecular level. The study of underlying phenomena could 

provide the knowledge needed for future improvement of EK-MPBRs. 

 

In order to enhance the potential of scalable EK-MPBR, future work should focus on improving 

the backwash flux force and consider the pump suction force. Current work is limited by the 

relatively low electrostatic repulsion force that has not been effective in preventing poor blocking 

as much as expected. Such enhancement can profoundly enhance the fouling control in EK-

MPBRs. More stable and durable electrode materials can promote this technology, especially for 

long-term operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


